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Adviser: Matthias Fuchs

This thesis reports angularly-resolved observation of X-ray second harmonic genera-

tion (XSHG) in diamond at several phase-matching geometries. The XSHG signal was

produced by ultra-short, highly intense X-ray pulses with a photon energy of 9.831

keV generated by a free-electron laser. In some geometries for high pulse energies

more than 10 second harmonic photons per pulse were generated.

Different phase-matched geometries were used for XSHG to investigate the angular

dependence of the efficiency of the process. Furthermore, for each phase-matching

condition, the quadratic dependence for second harmonic generation at each geometry

was verified and the crystal rocking curves were measured. The results for the angular

dependence of the efficiency are in good agreement with the theory as shown by

simulations (done by Priyanka Chakraborti).

Improved interpretations of the data are enabled by a new analysis algorithm

(developed within the framework of this thesis) that interprets the detected photon

signal using a deeper understanding of the used 2D detector. Further an extensive

analysis on established interpretation methods is presented.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Nowadays, extremely intense and ultra-short X-ray pulses are used to push the fron-

tiers in many research fields, such as femtochemistry [37], nonlinear spectroscopy [39],

time-resolved ultra-fast dynamics [43], novel high-resolution imaging methods [26, 13].

These advances are enabled by X-ray free electron lasers (XFELs) that have become

available at the beginning of this millennium. XFELs provide extremely intense, ex-

tremely short and coherent light pulses at Angstrom wavelengths. Some methods

and effects that were developed and observed at XFELs are often extensions from

previously known regimes.

For a long time, optical effects were assumed to be linear. Due to the invention of

the laser [33], the field of nonlinear optics experienced a rapid development. The first

observed non-linear effect using a laser was second harmonic generation [23]. The

intensities in the optical regime available after the invention of the laser required an

extension of the so far known theories. Only a decade after the first demonstration of

nonlinear effects in the optical regime, the first non-linear effect in the X-ray regime,

namely parametric down conversion (PDC), was demonstrated by Eisenberger and

McCall in 1970 [21] (proposed by Levine and Freund in 1969 [32]). The limited x-ray

intensity of classical light sources lead to a photon rate of only one per hour. Other

effects could only be investigated theoretically. Later, synchrotron radiation allowed
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the measurement of PDC with much higher precision, but the generated intensity of

a synchrotron is still too low to cause other non-linear effects in the X-ray regime.

Today, such effects can be demonstrated in the hard X-ray regime using XFELs

[24, 25, 46]. Moreover, it is of interest to explore new accessible parameter spaces and

to study their behaviour in the nonlinear regime. Those experiments test existing

theory and investigate whether limits of currently applied physical models can be

found. For instance, an experiment, studying non-linear Compton scattering in the

hard X-ray regime showed an unexpected red shift, indicating such limits of current

models [24].

While X-ray second harmonic generation in a diamond has been observed before

[46], in this thesis that process has been explored further. The angular dependence

of the process was investigated. This allows insights into the microscopic details of

the nonlinear mechanism.

To achieve an optimized precision in the number of measured second harmonic

photons, different algorithms for automated interpretation of the 2D pixel detector

data were analyzed. A new algorithm has been developed. It takes conceivable and

ambiguous signal distributions due to a single photon hit on the pixel detector into

account. In particular, for higher pulse energies, a considerable improvement of the

data interpretation has been demonstrated.

The experimental results show good agreement with the theory [51]. An angular

dependency of the efficiency for pulse energies of 70± 20µJ shows good overlap with

simulated data (simulation by Priyanka Chakraborti). The quadratic dependence of

generated second harmonic photon rate on the incident pulse energy was confirmed.

Furthermore, crystal rocking curves are presented.
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Chapter 2

Theory

2.1 Nonlinear Optics

2.1.1 Introduction

The propagation of light can be described using the wave equation derived from

Maxwell’s equations. In vacuum, the wave equation can be written in terms that

depend only on the electric field E(r, t) as a function of space r and time t. The

presence of matter leads to additional source terms, making it also dependent on

the matter’s properties, e.g. polarization [15]. For simplicity in the first part of this

chapter (ch. 2.1), the fields are described in only one dimension using plane waves.

∂2E(r, t)

∂r2
− 1

c2
∂2E(r, t)

∂t2
=

1

ε0c2
∂2P (r, t)

∂t2
(2.1)

Here c is the vacuum speed of light and ε0 is the vacuum permittivity. Upon perform-

ing a Taylor expansion of P , it becomes clear that for common electric fields, only

the first term shows significant contribution and higher order terms can be neglected.

Under more extreme electric fields, like those generated by a laser, higher order terms

may become relevant. Those depend non-linearly on the electric field, as can be seen

from the Taylor expansion.
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P (t) =
∞∑
n=1

Pn(t) =
∞∑
n=1

χ(n)E(t)n (2.2)

In that expansion, the electric susceptibility χ(n) expresses the material’s prop-

erties. There can be materials promoting higher order terms, yielding non-linear

effects.

2.1.2 Non-linear properties in materials

Polarization is a material property, which for light-matter interactions is a rapid

varying parameter, as it depends on the frequency of the light, the electric field and

the magnetic field acting within the material. For wavelengths in the nanometer

regime, the influence of the magnetic fields can be neglected in the linear regime.

This assumption yields the expression of its material specific properties with regard

to equation 2.2 in the electric susceptibility. In the following section the physical cause

for this will be described using a classical approach with scalar fields for simplicity,

following ref. [14].

The electric susceptibility can be derived using the classical Lorentz model for the

atom, as e.g. shown in [12]. The same approach is used here. In the Lorentz model,

when the material is not exposed to external fields, the electrons of a material are in an

equilibrium state with the atomic cores; they are located in the minimum of the atomic

potential. In the linear regime, the electron’s behavior in the presence of a rapidly

changing electric field can be modeled using a damped driven harmonic oscillator. The

driving force occurs due to the electric field. In the non-linear regime, the potential U

needs to be extended with an-harmonic (higher order) terms. This leads to a restoring
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force Frestoring in the oscillator that contains non-linear components:

Frestoring =
dU

dx
= −mω2

0x−m
n∑
i=2

aix
i (2.3)

The atomic potential U represents an important property of a material. One impor-

tant classification of materials is to differentiate between those with a centrosymmetric

(U(x) = U(−x)) and those with a non-centrosymmetric potential. This is because

due to symmetry arguments, centrosymmetric materials cannot exhibit terms of even

order in the restoring force, which leads to non-zero χ(n) terms of only odd order n

in the polarization P .

The equation for an an-harmonic oscillator (e.g. for a non-centrosymmetric medium:

d2x
dt2

+ 2γ dx
dt

+ mω2
0x + a2x

2 = − e
m
E(t) [14]) can be solved using perturbation theory

(see [14]). In the Lorentz model, the polarization for each order i is described by

Pi = −Nex(i) (2.4)

where N is the number of electrons. Using this description and the relation of P and

the susceptibility shown before, each existing order x(i) corresponds to a non-zero

value of Pi.

2.1.3 Second Harmonic Generation (SHG)

Second harmonic generation (SHG) is one of the best understood non-linear optical

effects. It is a second order effect and it may arise, as it will be shown at first in this

section, from a quadratic dependence of the polarization on the electric field. Hence

applying the theory presented up to this point, this effect can only be observed in non-

centrosymmetric media. Such a medium is considered in the following derivations.
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Considering only terms up to second order, first order effects are still present but

known not to lead to second harmonic generation. Thus only the nonlinear component

will be considered here. In the following, the incident waves are approximated with

plane waves, where Ẽ = Êeikr represents the part of the electric field that contains

the amplitude Ê and spatial dependence eikr of the field, where k is the wave vector.

The second-order polarization is then

P2(t) = χ(2)E(t)2 = χ(2)
[
Ẽe−iωt + c.c.

]2
(2.5)

which leads to

P2(t) = χ(2)

[
Ẽ2e−i(2ω)t + Ẽ∗2ei(2ω)t + 2

∣∣∣Ẽ∣∣∣2] . (2.6)

The resulting polarization shows an oscillating term at twice the frequency of the inci-

dent beam and a constant term. For second harmonic generation only the oscillating

part of of the equation is of relevance:

P2ω(t) = χ(2)
[
Ẽ2e−i(2ω)t + c.c.

]
(2.7)

From the wave equation, shown in eq. 2.1 can be seen that the polarization term

oscillating with twice the frequency leads to the generation of a second harmonic

field.

But this is not the only possible approach to generate second harmonic signal. The

case presented up to this point relies on the assumption that the effects due to the

magnetic field can be neglected and that the radiation originates from an oscillating

dipole term. It can be shown that second harmonic generation in centrosymmetric

media is possible. The effect was demonstrated in 1962 in calcite [50] and a detailed

theoretical description was given later that year by Bloembergen [11]. Though, second
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harmonic generation in centrosymmetric media is several orders of magnitude weaker

than that in non-centrosymmetric media.

2.1.4 Nonlinear Optical Effects in the X-ray regime

Since in the X-ray regime the frequency of the electric and magnetic fields are ap-

proximately four orders of magnitude higher than for fields in the visible range, the

main contribution to parametric nonlinear effects are not based on anharmonicities

of the atomic potential. This argument can be shown by making order of magnitude

estimations for the required intensities to see the effect in a single atom, as it will be

done in this section. The first part will show an approach that is explained in [14].

In this order of magnitude estimation, the required fields for the second order

polarization to be on the same order of magnitude as the first order (linear) polariza-

tion.

In the visible regime (non-resonant), where the atomic resonant frequency ω0 is

much larger than ω, it will be fulfilled ca. with an electric field on the order of the

characteristic atomic electric field strength Eat = e
a20
≈ 6×1011 V

m
. [14] This field leads

to an order of magnitude estimation for the required intensity of:

Iat = |〈Sat〉t| =
ε0c

2
E2
at ≈ 5× 1020W

m2
= 5× 1016 W

cm2
(2.8)

To make such an order of magnitude estimation for the X-ray regime, the scaling of

the electric susceptibility with ω is considered. The needed relations can be derived

using the approach from section 2.1.2 as it is presented in [14]. In the following,

relations are given for second harmonic generation. The resulting order of magnitude
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may be also valid for other second order nonlinear X-ray effects.

χ(1) ≈
N e2

m

D(ω)
D(ω) = ω2

0 − ω2 − 2iωγ (2.9)

χ(2) ≈
N
(
e2

m2

)
a

D(2ω)D2(ω)
(2.10)

In contrast to the optical regime, in the hard X-ray regime the atomic resonant

frequencies are much smaller than those of the incident radiation: ω0 << ω. Hence

the equations shown before can be approximated to

χ(1) = −
N e2

m

ω2
χ(2) = −

N
(
e2

m2

)
a

4ω6
(2.11)

Now, by applying the same approach used for the optical regime and assuming that

the order of magnitude of linear and first non-linear term have to be similar, an

estimation for the required field can be made. From this the frequency scaling of the

required electric field can be estimated as

χ(1)(ω)Exray ≈ χ(2)(ω)E2
xray ⇒ Exray ≈

χ(1)(ω)

χ(2)(ω)
∼ ω4 (2.12)

for a photon energy of 10 keV. The photon energy is at the order of 1 eV for the

optical regime. Now, the estimated electric field and field’s scaling with the photon

energy are known. The required order of magnitude for the incident electric field in

the X-ray regime can be estimated

Exray ≈ Eat · (10000)4 ∼ 1027 V

m
. (2.13)
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Also here the required intensity can be estimated

Ixray =
∣∣〈Sxray〉t∣∣ =

ε0c

2
E2
xray ∼ 1054W

m2
= 1050 W

cm2
. (2.14)

Even the most advanced and brilliant hard X-ray sources in the world today,

XFELs, are far from reaching such intensities [28]. As a result, the required regimes

of intensity to observe second harmonic generation in the X-ray range only due to

an-harmonic atomic potential effects are out of reach.

So instead of establishing as a driving force Fdrive only one caused by the electric

field, we can also include the magnetic field. This may give rise to observable effects

with current technology.

Fdrive ≈ −
e

m
E =⇒ Fdrive = − e

m

(
E +

dr

dt
×B

)
(2.15)

As it was shown, an-harmonic terms in the Lorentz model can be neglected for

hard X-rays at currently available intensities.

d2r

dt2
+ 2γ

dr

dt
+ ω2

0r = − e

m

(
E +

dr

dt
×B

)
(2.16)

Due to the high X-ray photon energy, which is well above the binding energy of

most materials (those with a low atomic number), and high X-ray frequency, which is

well above the critical plasma density (for solids), the electrons can be approximated

to be quasi-free. Thus the solid can be approximated as a collision-less plasma. For

ultrafast femtosecond pulses, the ions can be approximated as stationary, a ”frozen”

ion.

Hence the dampening term, as well as the influence of the atomic potential on the

electrons, can be neglected:
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d2r

dt2
= − e

m

(
E +

dr

dt
×B

)
(2.17)

2.1.5 SHG in the X-ray regime

In the following sections the current induced by the EM-wave is derived. The deriva-

tion is first shown for a single charge and then for a charge distribution. The current

density is the time-derivative of the polarization, and is a source term in the wave

equation. Later the concepts of phase matching and the coupled field equations are

introduced. All results, as done before, are derived using classical approaches.

The first parts of this section will follow the concepts of [45, ch. 1.4].

A single free electron as a source for SHG

To determine solutions for r with eq. 2.17, the electric and magnetic fields must first

be described. The incident wave is approximated to be a plane wave. The fields of

an incident plane wave are given by

E(r) = E+(r) + E−(r) = Ẽ+e
−iωt + Ẽ−e

iωt = Ê+e
i(kr−ωt) + Ê−e

−i(kr−ωt) (2.18)

B(r) =
√
µε

k ×E(r)

k
=

1

cm

k ×E(r)

k
[30, ch.7] (2.19)

with the speed of light in matter cm, the permeability µ, the permittivity ε and the

wave vector k. Both the magnetic and electric fields are a first order perturbation

to the equilibrium state of the charge. Due to the Lorentz force in eq. 2.17 it

becomes clear that the forces act as a first order perturbation for the electric field.

Furthermore, the equation shows that the second term is much smaller than the first

term since v/cm << 1. Hence the force due to the magnetic field can be considered
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to be a second order perturbation. [45, ch. 1.4].

Approaching equation 2.17 this way, it can be rewritten:

d2r

dt2
= A1 + λ

dr

dt
×A2 (2.20)

with

A1(r) = − e

m
E and A2(r) = − e

m
B (2.21)

A series expansion of r in terms of λ can be made:

r = r(0) + λr(1) + λ2r(2) + ... (2.22)

It is to be noted that r(0) describes the electrons position in equilibrium without any

external fields present. So it describes the static state:

dr(0)

dt
= 0 &

d2r(0)

dt2
= 0 (2.23)

Introducing this expansion to equation 2.20 and separating it into multiple equations

by comparing coefficients for each order of perturbation n, an equation for r(n+1) can

be found:

d2r(1)

dt2
= A1(r

(0)) (2.24)

d2r(2)

dt2
=
dr(1)

dt
×A2(r

(0)) (2.25)

The fields are approximated to oscillate around their initial position on the static

coordinate, since the displacement of the charge due to the incident field will be

small. (As motivated by the order of magnitude estimation in ch. 2.1.4)
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By solving eq. 2.24 for r(1), the following solutions are found:

r(1) =

∫ ∫
A1dtdt =

e

mω2
[E+ + E−] (2.26)

dr(1)

dt
= −i e

mω
[E+ −E−] (2.27)

Now the result can be substituted into eq. 2.25:

d2r(2)

dt2
=
[
−i e

mω
(E+ −E−)

]
×
[
− e

mcm

k × (E+ + E−)

k

]
(2.28)

Expanding the vector product in eq. 2.28 and using the dispersion relation ω = cm ·k,

the equation separates into a constant and an oscillating term. The oscillating term

shows a frequency of 2ω.

d2r(2)

dt2
=

e2

m2ω2

[
i
((

Ẽ+ × k × Ẽ+

)
ei(2kr−2ωt) +

(
Ẽ+ × k × Ẽ−

))
+ c.c.

]
(2.29)

By integrating twice the solution for the second order term is obtained:

dr(2)

dt
=

e2

2m2ω3

[(
Ẽ+ × k × Ẽ+

)
ei(2kr−2ωt) + c.c.

]
+

e2

m2ω2

[
iẼ+ × k × Ẽ− + c.c.

]
t

(2.30)

r(2) = − e2

4m2ω4

[
i
(
Ẽ+ × k × Ẽ+

)
ei(2kr−2ωt) + c.c.

]
+

e2

2m2ω2

[
iẼ+ × k × Ẽ− + c.c.

]
t2

(2.31)

The charge oscillating with 2ω is the source for radiation with a frequency of 2ω

[30]. Contrary to a linearly induced dipole, the oscillation here takes place along the

direction of propagation of the EM-wave (k).
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A charge density as a source for SHG

Knowing now the effect of the fields onto a single electron, the effect on many electrons

can best be described in terms of local charge and current densities. Similar to the

expansion of the position coordinate r in the previous section, the charge density may

be written as:

ρ = ρ(0) + λρ(1) + λ2ρ(2) + ... (2.32)

J = J (0) + λJ (1) + λ2J (2) + ... (2.33)

The higher order current can be written as the product of the density and the velocity.

J =
(
ρ(0) + λρ(1) + λ2ρ(2) + ...

)(dr(0)

dt
+ λ

dr(1)

dt
+ λ2

dr(2)

dt
+ ...

)
(2.34)

The order zero describes again the static case, for which the current density is

obviously equal to 0:

J (0) = ρ(0)
dr(0)

dt

(2.23)
= 0 (2.35)

By comparing coefficients the orders one and two of J are given by:

J (1) = ρ(1)
dr(0)

dt
+ ρ(0)

dr(1)

dt

(2.23)
= ρ(0)

dr(1)

dt
(2.36)

J (2) = ρ(2)
dr(0)

dt
+ ρ(1)

dr(1)

dt
+ ρ(0)

dr(2)

dt

(2.23)
= ρ(1)

dr(1)

dt
+ ρ(0)

dr(2)

dt
(2.37)

For a single electron spatial density variations may be neglected, but need to

be taken into account here. Since both variables affect each other, changes have to

be made to eq. 2.17 - the fundamental equations for the derivation are now the

magnetohydrodynamic equations (see also [30, ch. 7.7]):
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d2r

dt2
=
∂dr

∂tdt
+

(
dr

dt
· ∇
)
dr

dt
= −∇p

mρ
− e

m

(
E +

dr

dt
×B

)
(2.38)

∂ρ

∂t
+∇

(
ρ
dr

dt

)
= 0 (2.39)

Here p is the pressure. For simplicity, we assume an isotropic plasma distribution

that allows us to use the assumption ∇p ≈ 0. Now the velocity of the electrons may

have an explicit spatial dependence.

Following a similar perturbative approach as in the previous section, yields to

equations for the charge density (from eq. 2.39):

∂ρ(0)

∂t
= −∇

(
ρ(0)

dr(0)

dt

)
(2.23)
= 0 ⇒ ρ(0) = const. in time (2.40)

∂ρ(1)

∂t
= −∇

(
ρ(1)

dr(0)

dt

)
−∇

(
ρ(0)

dr(1)

dt

)
(2.23)
= −∇

(
ρ(0)

dr(1)

dt

)
(2.41)

ρ(1) = −
∫
∇
(
ρ(0)

dr(1)

dt

)
dt = −∇

(
ρ(0)

∫
dr(1)

dt
dt

)
= −∇

(
ρ(0)r(1)

)
(2.42)

and the equations for the velocity (from eq. 2.38).

∂dr(1)

∂tdt
+

(
dr(1)

dt
· ∇
)
dr(0)

dt
+

(
dr(0)

dt
· ∇
)
dr(1)

dt
= − e

m

(
E +

dr(0)

dt
×B

)
(2.43)

∂dr(2)

∂tdt
+

(
dr(2)

dt
· ∇
)
dr(0)

dt
+

(
dr(0)

dt
· ∇
)
dr(2)

dt
+

(
dr(1)

dt
· ∇
)
dr(1)

dt
= − e

m

dr(1)

dt
×B

(2.44)

Since r(0) is static, the velocity in first order can be obtained by direct integration.

The equation for velocity in second order simplifies significantly:

∂

∂t

dr(1)

dt
= − e

m
E ⇒ dr(1)

dt
= − e

m

∫
Edt = − e

mω
(iE+ + c.c.) (2.45)
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⇒ r(1) = − e

mω

∫
(iE+ + c.c.) dt =

e

mω2
E (2.46)

∂

∂t

dr(2)

dt
= −

(
dr(1)

dt
· ∇
)
dr(1)

dt
− e

m

dr(1)

dt
×B (2.47)

Further the result for the first order velocity can be substituted:

∂

∂t

dr(2)

dt
= − e2

m2ω2
[(iE+ + c.c.) · ∇] (iE+c.c.)−

e2

m2ω
(iE+ + c.c.)×B (2.48)

By separating the fields into their time and spatial dependencies from equation 2.48,

using the equations 2.19 and 2.18 for a plane incident EM-wave, the time integral

over eq. 2.48 can be solved and a solution for the second order velocity can be found:

dr(2)

dt
= e2

m2ω2

{[
i
2ω

(E+∇)E+ − (E+∇)E− · t+ c.c.
]

+i
[(

i
2ω
E+ × (k ×E+)− c.c.

)
+ (E+ × (k ×E−) · t− c.c.)

]} (2.49)

Using the shown results for the terms of ρ and dr/dt, the first order induced current

can be written as

J (1) = −eρ
(0)

mω
(iE+ + c.c.) (2.50)

which is oscillating at a frequency ω. The second order term includes both non-

oscillating terms and terms oscillating at 2ω. Hence the second-order current density

can be written as J (2) = J
(2)
0 + J

(2)
2ω . For second harmonic generation, only the

J
(2)
2ω -term is of interest:

J
(2)
2ω =

e2

m2ω3

{
∇
(
ρ(0)E

)
(iE+ + c.c.) +

ρ(0)

2
[i ((E+∇)E+ − c.c.)− (E+ × (k ×E+) + c.c.)]

}
(2.51)
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For a plane wave the term (E+∇)E+ equals zero, since k ⊥ E:

J
(2)
2ω =

e2

m2ω3

{
∇
(
ρ(0)E

)
(iE+ + c.c.)− ρ(0)

2
[E+ × (k ×E+) + c.c.]

}
(2.52)

The three-dimensional wave equation, that considers the current density as a

source term instead of the polarization (like in eq. 2.1), is given by (according to

[40]):

∇×∇×E − 1

c2
∂2E

∂t2
=

4π

c2
∂J(E)

∂t
(2.53)

From this equation, it becomes clear how J acts as a source term for an oscillating

E-field. Consequently, an oscillation of J with 2ω results in an E-field-component

oscillating also with 2ω. A second harmonic field is generated.

In further derivations the electric field is just represented by the E+-term (E =

E+). Eq. 2.52 transforms to:

J
(2)
2ω =

e2

m2ω3

{
i
[(
∇ρ(0)

)
E
]
E − ρ(0)

2
E × (k ×E)

}
(2.54)

J
(2)
2ω =

e2

m2ω3

∣∣∣Ê∣∣∣2 ei(2kr−2ωt){i [(∇ρ(0)) ê] ê +
ρ(0)

2
k

}
(2.55)

Here ê is the normalized polarization vector giving the direction of the amplitude Ê.

The current density has two components. The first term in eq. 2.55 is oscillating along

the polarization direction ê and the second term is oscillating in propagation direction

k of the incident electric field E. Depending on the geometry of the experiment, either

of the two terms in the current density can be dominating.

Phasematching

This section follows [40].
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In order to calculate the response of the whole target, it is helpful to take a closer

look at the charge density ρ(0). Since second harmonic generation occurs in a crystal,

periodicity can be exploited to write the charge density in terms of a Fourier series

ρ(0) =
∑
m

ρme
igm·r (2.56)

where gm is a reciprocal lattice vector and ρm is the corresponding Fourier coefficient.

The expression can be substituted into eq. 2.55:

J
(2)
2ω =

e2

m2ω3

∣∣∣Ê∣∣∣2∑
m

ρm

[
1

2
k − (gmê) ê

]
ei[(2k+gm)r−2ωt] (2.57)

The concept of phase matching is to make each localized source of radiation (cur-

rent density) radiate in phase, such that the emitted radiation interferes construc-

tively. This can be achieved by keeping the phase between the source (i.e. the second

order current) and the generated radiation constant, which leads to a phase-matching

condition of vectors g = gm:

(2k + g) ≈ k2,g. (2.58)

Figure 2.1: Illustration of phase-matching with incident and generated fields in Laue
(left) and Bragg (right) geometry (figure from [40], modified)

Where k is the wave vector of the incident beam, k2,g describes the wave vector of

the generated field. This momentum conservation condition is slightly different than
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the Bragg condition for 2ω since the refractive indices for both frequencies ω & 2ω

are nearly equal. It is shown in fig. 2.1 for Bragg and Laue geometry.

Coupling of Fields & Walk-off effects

Since the phase matching condition implies that second harmonic generation takes

place at angles close to the Bragg condition, the generated second harmonic field

may be re-(Bragg)-scattered. A second generated 2ω-field emerges along k2,0. It

propagates nearly parallel to the incident beam since the generated field propagating

along k2,g is scattered on the reciprocal vector −g, as illustrated in fig 2.1 .

At first, when the fields are generated, they overlap in space and time with the

incident field. At this point, those are to be considered as coupled fields. Due to the

finite focus size and pulse duration and the non-parallel propagation directions, the

overlap changes spatially and in time. This effect is known as a spatial and temporal

walk-off. These walk-off effects have a significant influence on the efficiency of second

harmonic generation, as they reshape the spatial and temporal profile of the generated

pulses.

The theory described above assumes plane wave. Since in the experiment, we used

X-ray pulses of finite duration, transverse size and bandwidth, we have to extend the

theory to describe the field envelopes. The equations for describing the envelopes are

shown in [51, eq. 1 & 2]. Further details on the process of solving those equations

can also be found in [51].

Implications of the solutions

The implications of the coupling and walk-off together with the derived current den-

sity are presented in [51]. Here, a short overview of the influences of some parameters
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is given. Of particular interest is the efficiency of the process, which can be found in

the experimental data, as it will be presented later in this thesis. In this case, the effi-

ciency is defined as the relation of generated second harmonic to incident fundamental

photons.

With a simulation, it can be shown that the efficiency of the process increases

with the propagation length until it reaches saturation. The efficiency of the process

further depends on the photon energy, where the boundary conditions from [51] lead

to a peak value around 7.3 keV. The shorter the pulse duration for constant pulse

energies, the higher the efficiency. The same applies to the beam size in the sample.

A reduction of walk-off effects leads to higher efficiencies. The smaller the angle

between the incident fundamental and the generated second harmonic beam, the

more the walk-off effects are reduced.

2.2 X-ray Free Electron Laser

X-ray free-electron lasers (XFELs) are novel light sources that enable many new exper-

iments that require a extremely intense, coherent and short pulsed X-ray light. More

specifically, these high intensities are particularly important for second harmonic gen-

eration and other non-linearities. XFELs exceed the brightness of undulator radiation

by several orders of magnitude. [5]

Intense X-ray light is often generated using relativistic electrons. Those are usually

accelerated in bunches using electron accelerator facilities. As the bunch propagates

through a transverse magnetic field, the Lorentz force directs the electrons in a curved

trajectory. Due to the curved path, radiation is emitted. A source consisting of only

of one magnet is called a bending magnet. Further improvement to that is provided

by an undulator. An undulator consists of many alternating magnets, forcing the
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Figure 2.2: Illustration of the working principle of an undulator within a FEL; for
illustrative purposes the sinusoidal trajectory of electrons is not shown orthogonal to
the magnetic field (as in reality) but in the same plane (figure from [44])

electron bunch into a sinusoidal path. In an undulator, electrons radiate independent

of each other; but the emitted light is in phase with the radiation from preceding os-

cillations. This results in intense and narrow-band but incoherent radiation. Further

improvement is provided by electrons radiating coherent with each other, as realized

with an XFEL. An XFEL uses a linear accelerator (LINAC) instead of a circular ac-

celerator (synchrotron) to bring the electrons to relativistic speeds. This is necessary

as, in order to achieve coherence between the electrons, the bunch must be sufficiently

short in time. For instance, a 100 ps pulse that can be generated with a synchrotron

is too long. After acceleration, an XFEL uses undulators, as illustrated in fig. 2.2, to

generate high quality, coherent X-ray radiation.

In an undulator, spontaneous generated EM-fields interact with the electrons.

The impact of this interaction depends on the electron’s position relative to the

phase of the field. Out of phase electrons are slightly accelerated towards an in-

phase position. In usual undulator-sources, this effect is weak since it depends on

the strength of the EM-field acting on the electron. A shorter electron bunch length

contributes to stronger fields. Hence, strong fields / short electron bunches lead to a

structuring of the electron bunch referred as microbunches. Microbunches occur with

separation distances of complete wavelengths, allowing them to radiate coherently.
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Linearly accelerated electron bunches are not only short but very dense due to a small

divergence of about 1µrad. These properties enhance the effect of microbunching. The

process that spontaneously emitted light leads to microbunching, which leads to the

emission of coherent radiation, is called self-amplified spontaneous emission (SASE).

In this process not only radiation at the fundamental photon energy is generated, but

also photons of second and higher harmonic energy.

Due to the spontaneous nature of the process that initiates a pulse, pulse proper-

ties are subject to vary from pulse to pulse. Those properties are e.g. source point,

photon energy, or pulse duration. [5, 44]

2.3 Structure of Diamond

Figure 2.3: Crystal structure of diamond. Figure reproduced from ref. [41]

Diamond (C*) is a crystal with zincblende structure [16]. This structure can also

be described by two equal face-centered cubic (FCC) lattices that are overlapped but

shifted by one-quarter of the body diagonal to each other. This overlay transfers the

cubic nature of both lattices to the diamond structure, as well as their properties as

a Bravais lattice. The diamond can be described regarding the unit cell of one of the

mentioned FCC lattices, as can be seen from fig. 2.3.
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Figure 2.4: Illustration of Laue (left) and Bragg (right) geometry

For this experiment, the structure of the crystal is especially important, since it

determines possible reflections and phase-matching conditions for second harmonic

generation (see ch. 2.1.5). In first order approximation, the charge densities, which

are sources of radiation due to interaction with incident X-ray radiation, can be viewed

as localized around the nuclei. This perspective leads to the Laue equations and the

Bragg condition, which as it can be shown are equal. X-ray scattering setups making

use of these conditions are divided into two geometries. Those that use reflection (an

incident beam penetrating the sample from the same side the output beam emerges

from) are referred to as Bragg geometries and those that use transmission (an incident

beam penetrating the sample from one side, while the output beam emerges from the

other) are referred to as Laue geometries. Both cases are illustrated in fig. 2.4.

The Bragg condition for an n-th order reflection is according to ref. [31] given by

2d sinϑ = nλ (2.59)

where d refers to the spacing of the considered planes, ϑ is the angle for incident /

reflected light relative to the plane and λ stands for the incident light wavelength.

The structure of a crystal can be expressed in real space as well as in reciprocal

space. Real space shows the spatial structure of the crystal directly while the lattice
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points in the reciprocal space, given by Miller indices [36], represent all possible reflec-

tions. Therefore in addition to real planes, virtual planes (nh, nk, nl) that represent

nth order reflections may be introduced [35].

The distance d between two adjacent planes described by the Miller indices (hkl)

for cubic lattice structures can be calculated with the lattice constant a see fig. 2.3):

d =
a√

h2 + k2 + l2
(2.60)

In diamond the lattice constant a is given with 3.57 Å.

Here we need to consider a more detailed model that includes the structure factor

F in order to accurately describe the X-ray diffraction from diamond. Reflections will

be allowed only if this factor is non-zero. For an allowed reflection (hkl) in diamond

one of the two following conditions has to be fulfilled.

(h+ k + l) mod 2 = 1 (2.61)

(h+ k + l) mod 4 = 0 (2.62)

These selection rules allow to examine second harmonic signal by highly suppress-

ing the reflection of the FEL fundametal using a (for the fundamental) forbidden

reflection. Such a case is, for example, the (220)-reflection for 2ω-signal. The Bragg

angle for this reflection equals the angle for the (110)-reflection of the fundamental

(ω). Obviously, the (110)-reflection is not fulfilling either of the conditions given in

eq. 2.61 and 2.62. Hence, the (220)-reflection provides suitable conditions to measure

second harmonic generation. [35, 5]
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Chapter 3

Experiment

3.1 Setup

LODCMHRM

AttenuatorsDiffractometer

IPM

Lenses

Sample

XFEL

ePix FilterePix
Filter

Beamstop
Moving Axis

Figure 3.1: Beamline Setup Schematics: the beam is guided into the beamline with a
large-offset double-crystal monochromator (LODCM). After the focusing optics, the
beam passes harmonic rejection mirrors (HRM). Intensity position monitors (IPM)
before the attenuators, called IPM2, and after the attenuators, called IPM3, measure
the pulse energy. Different attenuating filters can be introduced into the beam. The
sample and one 2D ePix X-ray detector with a filter in front are mounted onto the
diffractometer. A second ePix detector is placed at the end of the beamline on a
linear motorized stage just in front of the beam-stop.

3.1.1 Overview

X-ray second harmonic generation (XSHG) requires powerful and high intense X-ray

pulses. Such a source can be provided by X-ray free electron lasers (XFELs). In this

experiment, the XSHG is generated in a diamond sample. The signal is recorded on

a 2D pixelated X-ray detector that delivers information about the photon’s energy
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and its position by using the single photon counting technique together with the low

electronic noise of the detector of 360 eV [9]. Single photon counting statistics are

ensured by placing a filter in front of the detector that suppresses the fundamental

signal significantly, while it attenuates the second harmonic signal only slightly.

Because of the narrow phase-matching condition (see section 2.1.5), the XSHG

signal can be maximized while avoiding damage of the sample by reducing the FEL

bandwidth using a monochromator, as illustrated in fig. 3.1. Further signal-to-

background-ratio is improved by using grazing incidence mirrors that reduce higher

FEL harmonic contamination of the incident light, which can pass the monochro-

mator, significantly. Moreover, the effect depends on the pulse energy which can

be adjusted by inserting silicon filters of various thickness into the unfocused beam.

Focussing the beam is achieved with Beryllium lenses. Two intensity position mon-

itors (IPMs) in the beam give a scale for the energy of each pulse. The IPM that

the beam passes first is called IPM2 and the other IPM is called IPM3. The sample

is mounted on a diffractometer. One of the pixel detectors is mounted on an arm

of this diffractometer. The detector can be replaced by a simple diode to perform

calibrations. Another pixel detector is placed at the very end of the beamline, fac-

ing the incident beam. Both detectors are shielded with filters for protection and to

keep a low number of photons per shot ensuring right conditions for single photon

counting.[19]

The experiment was carried out at the XPP-beamline of the Linac Coherent Light

Source (LCLS) at SLAC (Menlo Park, CA, USA) in September and October 2016.

The Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS)

Based on the SASE principle LCLS can deliver pulse energies in the millijoule range

and pulse duration in the tens of femtosecond regime. It can generated a photon
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energy of more than 10 keV. Pulses are generated at a frequency of 120 Hz. Different

operation modes allow, among others, for self-seeded pulses [6] or two-color pulses

[34].

To conduct a various range of experiments, LCLS has seven beam-lines in two dif-

ferent experimental halls - the near experimental hall (NEH) and the far experimental

hall (FEH).

This experiment was conducted in the NEH at the XPP beam-line. This beam-

line allows for X-rays in the range of 4 keV to 24 keV. A diffractometer in an ambient

environment setup can be provided. [13]

In the following subsections, some crucial elements of the setup are described in

more detail.

3.1.2 Beamline Components

Large-offset double-crystal monochromator (LODCM)

The first element of the XPP beamline is the so-called large-offset double-crystal

monochromator (LODCM). It consists of two sets of two crystals, each to allow a

precise energy selection by Bragg reflection. This way, the bandwidth of the incoming

FEL beam is decreased from the initial 0.4% to 0.005% (̃0.5 eV) using the diamond

(C*) (111) reflection. So not only the bandwidth of a single pulse is decreased, but

also the jittering in photon energy due to SASE with the drawback of increased

intensity fluctuations. The narrow bandwidth leads to an average transmission of 1

- 2 % of the pulse energy assuming a tuned beam close to the desired wavelength.

Moreover, the LODCM enables the parallel usage of the beam by a second beamline.

The first crystal of each set is very thin, so it transmits the beam energies, that were

not Bragg-reflected, to this other beamline. [52]
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Harmonic Rejection

Since the LODCM works based on Bragg reflection, it allows for all harmonics in

the beam with regard to the selected energy to pass through it. The experiment

is designed to generate a second harmonic signal, which requires a minimized sec-

ond harmonic background. Due to its reflectively cut-off at 25 keV, the third FEL

harmonic of a 9.8 keV fundamental beam is already highly suppressed at the hard

X-ray offset mirror system (HOMS) that guides the beam into the XPP beam-line

[38]. Harmonic rejection mirrors (HRM) on the beamline consist of silicon mirrors

that have a high reflectivity for the fundamental but not for the second harmonic.

This property leads to a suppression of the second harmonic after both mirrors by a

factor of 10−4 to 10−5.

Beryllium lenses

The beamline provides stacks of beryllium lenses, fabricated by B. Lengele group

in RWTH Aachen, to focus the beam. Those are located 3852 mm upstream from

the sample. To adjust the focal position the lenses can be moved ±150 mm up- /

downstream. Different focal properties are provided by various sets of lenses that

are available. For this experiment, these produce a focus with the size of 2.5µm (σ)

and a Rayleigh length of ca. 30 mm. Python libraries on-line allow for focus size

calculation. [4]

Si-Attenuators

The pulse energy of the FEL fundamental can be reduced by using Silicon attenua-

tors. Different thicknesses of filters can be inserted remotely. They can be used to
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investigate the intensity-dependence of the process. Using these attenuators, it is also

possible to identify background-signal in the beam.

Diffractometer

The orientation of the sample, which is mounted onto a holder, is controlled by a

diffractometer. The diffractometer also provides a mount for a detector. Meaning it

can act as a theta-two-theta-apparatus, but both angles can be controlled separately.

This way the crystal planes on which the beam will be incident may be selected. But

also rocking curves can be recorded. The angles can be configured using known Bragg

peaks of the sample.

3.1.3 Detectors

Intensity Position Monitors (IPMs)

Figure 3.2: Intensity position monitor (IPM) schematics: an IPM consists of a target
and four diodes collecting the backscattering signal. The diodes and their readout
electronics resolve single shots. [22]
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The intensity position monitors (IPMs) are an essential tool for the analysis of

the data. They give a signal that relates to the shot-by-shot pulse energy of the

beam. The IPMs consist of a thin target intersecting the beam and four diodes

detecting back-scattered X-rays. The target has a high transmission depending on

the beam energy. It is selected out of four targets that are currently installed. It has

a low surface roughness as well as highly uniform density to preserve the coherence

property of the FEL. The four diodes allow for calculation of the total intensity of

each pulse as well as the position of the beam, on that cross-section - the so-called

pointing. It provides a relative precision of 0.11% for intensity measurements and an

absolute precision of 5µm and below (2.5µm limit for sufficiently high intensities) for

horizontal and vertical beam positions. The limiting factor for the precision of the

detectors is given by the Poisson-statistics of the collected X-rays per single shot. The

suppression of the vertical jitter of the FEL beam by the HOMS makes the right and

left diodes of the IPMs a more precise tool to relate the IPM signal to the intensity

than the vertical ones. [22]

PIPS

Instead of using a pixel-array detector, like the ePix, also a simpler 1D diode detector

is available. This diode is a passivated implanted planar silicon (PIPS) detector.[1]

It provides a more straightforward approach for recording rocking curves and other

data, e.g., for finding Bragg-peaks and calibrating diffractometer angles with those.

ePix Detectors

The detectors used to measure the second harmonic signal are the ePix100 detectors

provided by LCLS. Those second generation integrating hybrid pixel detectors provide

an active area of ca. 35×38 mm and a resolution of 704×768 pixel (ca. 0.5 megapixel).
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Figure 3.3: Photo of an ePix100 detector [17]

With their small pixels of 50×50 µm they allow for single photon counting for a high

photon flux compared to larger pixels or single diode measurements. Even for a very

low photon flux, due to the pixel’s low noise behavior and high quantum efficiency, the

detector stays efficient. Experiments show that, e.g., over 60 peaks due to multiple

7keV photons hitting one pixel of the detector each integration time (shot) can be

distinguished. [17] The detector response towards incident signal is linear. [9]

The second harmonic generation experiment uses two ePix100 detectors. As can

be seen from fig. 3.1, one is placed on an arm that is mounted onto the diffractometer,

and another one is placed in the so-called alcove, which is the end of a pipe in which

the beam propagates after the sample before it hits a beam stop. The ePix detector

in the alcove is used for focus finding and calibration as well as for looking for a

processes that emit into the forward direction.

Filter for ePix Detectors During the experiment different filters in front of the

ePix detectors were used to suppress undesired (e.g., fundamental) signals by multiple

orders of magnitude more than the desired signal (e.g., second harmonic). For most of

the measurements, a 1.5 mm Al-filter has been used. It transmits 25.9% of the second

harmonic signal (9831eV ∗ 2 = 19662eV), while only 0.00264% of the fundamental

signal passes through the filter [29].
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3.1.4 The Sample: A diamond crystal

Diamond sample, top view

00-1

11111-1

113

110 331771

Figure 3.4: Accessible planes in the diamond sample, when rotating around 11̄0
plane. The vectors indicate the reciprocal vectors, which are perpendicular to the
lattice planes.

A diamond crystal with the dimensions of 4× 4× 0.8 mm is used as a sample for

second harmonic generation. The faces of the diamond are cut to match the crystal

planes (110),(001) and (11̄0) so that the crystal forms a cuboid. The face with a size

of 4× 4 mm has the (001)-face. For the whole experiment, the sample is mounted on

the diffractometer so that it rotates around the (11̄0)-surface normal.

As shown in fig. 3.4 this makes the planes (mmn), where m and n are integers,

that exist for diamond and allow for Bragg reflection, accessible. More planes would

be accessible when changing the axis of rotation for the crystal in the diffractometer.

Using the Bragg condition (eq. 2.59) and the orientation of the planes towards the

(110) face, which are taken as reference in the experiment, expected angles for looking

at the Bragg reflection can be found. The reflections used in the experiment are shown

in table 3.1 .
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Incident Beam Outgoing Beam

Plane grazing angle to plane
grazing angle to sample

(220 plane)

scattering angle

(output to incident beam)

(004̄) 20.70 −69.27 41.47

(111̄) 8.81 −26.44 17.64

(220) 14.48 14.48 29.00

(660) 48.59 48.59 97.37

(771) 61.58 67.48 123.46

(331) 22.66 35.94 45.39

(111) 8.81 44.07 17.64

(113) 17.05 81.82 34.14

Table 3.1: List of reflections used in the experiment with angles for geometry; all
angles are given in degree.

3.2 Procedure

3.2.1 ePix Calibration

At the start and during the experiment calibration images for the pixel detector

are taken. Two types of images are necessary: a dark shot, meaning images without

incident X-ray light (beam has to be off) and a flat exposure image, where the detector

is illuminated with a flat intensity beam profile. The second kind of images is usually

generated using fluorescence light, e.g., of copper under FEL radiation. Knowing

those two points and assuming linearity of the detector, the correction of pixel-specific

offsets and gain differences is possible. Furthermore, the common-mode noise will be

corrected in post-processing with algorithms explained in ref. [3]. [10]
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3.2.2 Focal Alignment

Due to the limited availability of time for experiments at XFELs, standard procedures,

like finding the focus, require fast and precise techniques. Ideally, those require no

more than one-dimensional scans and simple setups. By using speckle patterns to

enable focal alignment those conditions can be met.

Speckle patterns occur when coherent light is either reflected on rough surfaces

or when it is transmitted due to scattering through some material. Diffuse reflection

or transmission introduces phase shifts which depend on the path taken by the light.

Furthermore, the diffuse nature of those processes leads to interference effects in the

beam itself. When inserting a plane for imaging, those interference effects form a

speckle pattern. [27]

In the far field, the size of the speckle pattern corresponds in first-order approxima-

tion to the inverse of the illumination volume. Hence a larger speckle size is generated

from a smaller illumination volume and hence the closer to the focus the sample is

placed. A detailed analysis also allows for an advanced focus characterization. [47]

For focal alignment, a scan along the beam propagation axis with nano-sized

particles for diffuse transmission is made. The speckle pattern is then analyzed au-

tomatically, and an average speckle size is found. Plotting the average speckle size

over the z position of the sample indicates at its maximum the optimal focal position.

Within the Rayleigh range close to the focus, the illumination volume changes are

only small which indicates that a position close to the focus has been found. Now a

more sensitive method, such as scanning intensity-dependent processes for the best

efficiency or doing a knife-edge scan, can be used. A knife edge scan is also suitable for

focus characterization and will be described in the next section. For this experiment,

all three methods were applied.
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3.2.3 Focus Characterization

There are different established methods for focus characterization at XFELs. For

this experiment, a knife-edge scan [7] is used. It is a fast and simple technique that

allows for beam cross-section characterization with a sub-micrometer resolution [47].

Assuming the focus has been found, e.g., as described before (see ch. 3.2.2) the

focus can be characterized. It can also be used to find the focus, but exhibits several

disadvantages, like time consumption as compared to the method presented before.

For such a scan some beam attenuating material with a sharp edge, like that of a

knife, is required. This piece of material is then placed out of the beam and is moved

slowly into the beam (or vice versa) on a fixed axis while the signal is recorded. The

signal is integrated (temporal and spatial) for each position of the knife edge. The

integration values are plotted over the positions of the knife edge. A curve described

by
∫∞
−∞

∫∞
x
B(x′, y)dx′dy with regard to a beam profile B(x′, y), can be fitted to that

data points. A beam profile can be reconstructed from the parameters that were

fitted for the intensity-beamprofile by assuming, e.g. a Gaussian beam profile. It is

important to note that with this method only a projection of the beam profile onto

the x′ axis (axis perpendicular to knife edge) can be reconstructed. For distorted or

asymmetric profiles, the same procedure has to be repeated at different orientations

of edge and appropriate moving direction relative to the beam [8]. For an accurate

measurement, the beam jitter relative to the knife edge has to be minimal and stable

beam profile is required. Otherwise, it often yields an overestimation of the beam

size. [47]
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3.2.4 Energy per pulse calibration

To determine the energy per FEL pulse after the beam reached the experimental

station, XPP provides a power meter as it is used for conventional lasers in the

optical regime. The measurement of the energy here is imprecise and gives only a

reasonable estimate rather than an exact value, which is also valid for alternative

devices. The power meter is used to assign an energy value per pulse to the IPM

scale. The measured value will overestimate the actual energy per pulse by roughly a

factor 2 to 3 [53]. The calibration of the IPM scale will be done with a time-averaged

IPM value corresponding to a time-averaged pulse energy.

3.2.5 Diffractometer: Angle-Calibration and Sample Alignment

incident XFEL beam

(220)

Sample

ePix Detector

Figure 3.5: Ideal alignment for sample and detector at zero degrees

The sample is mounted onto a holder, which is mounted onto a rotation stage. At

first, a rough alignment is done by eye - e.g., the desired face/plane has to be parallel

to the incoming beam. At this position, the motor is set to zero degrees (see fig. 3.5).

Exact angles are defined, by looking for known Bragg peaks of some accessible crystal

planes, which are reflected at precise angles. This way, also during the experiment,

small corrections to the calibration can be applied quickly.

The angle of the detector arm can be set by measuring the transmitted direct

beam using high attenuation. At this setting, the zero angle beam can be placed on
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a chosen area of the detector. So this area can be selected by avoiding very noisy

pixels.

After calibration, as shown in fig. 3.5, the zero position for the sample orientation

is achieved with the (220)-face parallel to the incident beam. The detector faces in

its zero position the incident beam.
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Chapter 4

Analysis

4.1 Preprocessing of the Data

Since the detectors are recorded for each FEL shot separately and the machine is

operating at 120 Hz, the amount of data resulting from this experiment is in the

order of several terabytes. To deal with this raw data, the complete analysis is done

remotely on server clusters. Already in the recording process the data is organized in

certain sets, called runs. Usually, each run represents an individual set of experimental

settings.

The first step in the analysis is the so-called pre-processing, in which the raw

file format xtc is read and after some automated analysis and conversion, the results

are stored in an HDF5 file. This file type allows for fast and easy reading by using

different standard programming languages or software like MATLAB. Furthermore,

the file size is reduced significantly.

During the pre-processing, the data passes through multiple algorithms. In par-

ticular, the ePix detectors undergo a special treatment. At first, the 2D ePix X-ray

recorded image undergoes standard corrections. These use data from the detector

calibration such as a series of dark shots for pedestal correction and a gain map as

well as apply appropriate algorithms for common mode correction.[2, 3]

The signal’s intensity on each pixel is given in Analog-Digital-Units (ADUs). The
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ADU values scale linear with the number of electron-hole-pairs registered on a pixel

and thus can be correlated with the energy of the hits.

Secondly, predefined spatial masks are applied to the detector. Moreover, to

automatically interpret the signal on the ePix detector, a preprocessing algorithm can

be used. A provided toolset includes a so-called droplet-algorithm, which is explained

in ch. 4.1.3, and photon algorithms, which are written for other pixel-detector types

than ePix. Other options are to skip that step and work with the raw data directly,

as shown in ch 4.1.2 , or to write a custom interpretation algorithm. The latter option

has been done for this experiment and is explained in ch. 4.1.4 .

4.1.1 Spatial Masking

The goal of masking the detector is to exclude malfunctioning pixels from the data.

Using detector calibration data, pixels, that show a too high or too low pedestal, can

be identified. Also, pixels giving a signal on a dark shot, which overcomes the average

noise level on the detector by a certain factor, have to be excluded. This is why pixels

over a threshold of 10 sigma of the width of the electronic dark noise in a dark shot

are masked. Such a mask is presented in fig. 4.1. It shows the mask from the online

analysis for run 168. The applied limits for pedestals that are not masked are 2000

in the lower limit and 6000 in the upper limit.

With this information, the masked image is then forwarded to the next level of

pre-processing.

4.1.2 Plain Data

As described already at the beginning of section 4.1, the usage of one of the predefined

algorithms for further pre-processing is optional. So the most straightforward way is

to continue without any algorithm and with storing the ADU values for each pixel
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Figure 4.1: Mask for detector in run 168 (rocking curve for second harmonic gener-
ation at (220)-reflection); masking criteria: pedestal < 2000 ADU, pedestal > 6000
ADU, rms > 10. The horizontal and vertical lines are the limits of the four ASICs
used for the readout electronics

directly into a file. This is an important step to explore advantages in further pre-

processing algorithms. There may exist cases were the usage of the raw data results

in smaller errors, to minimize the error in the analysis.

For understanding the raw data and how to analyze it, processes in the detector

that occur due to an incident photon and lead to its measurement have to be taken

into account.

A photon that hits the ePix detector yields photoexcitation resulting in primary

and secondary excited electron-hole-pairs. Those are then relaxed down to the con-

duction band and guided towards the electrodes through the sensor (due to its thick-

ness). As shown in fig. 4.2, the lower electrode is divided into pixels. Those relate the

incident photons to their position on the detector. Mainly, due to the distance, the
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Figure 4.2: Process in the detector due to a hit by photon, also illustrates how pixel
are implemented in architecture. (fig. taken from ref. [18])

holes drift to the pixel, thereby their distribution spreads perpendicular to the beam.

That distribution of the pixels, resulting from one photon hit, can be approximated

by a Gaussian function. It has for an ePix100 detector a standard deviation of 8.5µm.

So it is possible for some of the electron-hole-pairs to generate a signal on more than

one pixel. Hence the information regarding that photon may be spread over multiple

neighbored pixels. This effect will be further referred as pixel-sharing. Additionally,

it may happen that two photons hit mainly the very same pixel, generating a signal

that looks like one photon of twice the energy. Such effect is called pile-up. [53, 18]

Methods for analysis

Without considering any pixel-sharing or pile-up effects, in a histogram of the ADU

values of each pixel over all shots, slightly broadened peaks at ADU values corre-

sponding to multiples of the incoming photon energy, as illustrated on the left in fig.

4.3, would be expected. For different photon energies, non-overlapping intervals can

be found. By Integrating over those intervals, the number of photons in each peak

can be deduced.

Due to the Gaussian distribution of the excited electron-hole-pairs in the detector
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Figure 4.3: Effect of pixel-sharing onto ADU histogram; left: expected ADU his-
togram without pixel-sharing shows clear peaks for fundamental and second harmonic
signal. right: simulated ADU histogram for 25000 second-harmonic photons consid-
ering pixel-sharing with parameters of the ePix detector.

relative to the hit, the signal can be spread over up to four pixels. As a result, the

pixel that has the highest contribution can contain a fraction of the signal, down to

25%. However, many photons cause a signal on multiple pixels, so a simple integral

over the range of signal does not lead to the number of photons. The expected signal

is presented on the right in fig. 4.3. Simulations further show that an approximate

photon count can be obtained by integrating over the upper 50% of the region that

shows signal. This implies for fig. 4.3 (right) an interval from 0.5 to 1.0 ADU

plus error-ranges addressing the limited energy resolution of the detector (here: 0.03

ADU).

The upper limit of each interval has to be found, to define these ranges in the raw

data. Therefore a run with a clear fundamental signal and a run with a clear second

harmonic signal is used. With knowledge of the upper limits for ω and 2ω signal,

other upper limits can be inferred.

A data set of the run 172 shows significant fundamental signal. It contains data of

a rocking curve for the Bragg reflection (111) of the fundamental. Its ADU histogram

(up to 1000 ADU) can be seen in fig. 4.4, where the detector’s signal clearly overcomes

its noise. The upper limits for the ADU intervals are set at the ADU value after a
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Figure 4.4: Run 172 ADU histogram for full detector from plain data; red: identified
fundamental (ω) ADU region of interest (ROI)

significant decrease of the signal. Since all runs are recorded under similar conditions,

for all runs the level (rms) of the detector’s noise of this particular run can be assumed.

It is found to be ca. 2.7 ADUs. Hence the errors for each interval limit are set to

±8.1 ADU.
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Figure 4.5: Run 169 ADU histogram for small region on the detector that contains
interesting signal (spatial region of interest) from plain data; higher order region of
interest (ROI) was inferred from other ROIs

The ROI for SHG signal is obtained with data from run 169, shown in fig. 4.5,

which shows pure SH signal. Higher order ROIs are inferred. To study the perfor-

mance of this analysis method with the defined intervals, a nearly ideal signal was

used. Since such a signal was recorded in run 169, it is of further use. Its ADU

histogram is presented in fig. 4.5 and shows data from second harmonic generation

at a fixed angle, with nearly no fundamental background and very few pile-up counts

(counts with an ADU above second harmonic range). The low fundamental back-

ground can be seen from comparing the data with the simulation shown in in fig. 4.3
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(right). It shows a same qualitative shape.

The second harmonic signal can be counted by integrating over the appropriate

ADU range found before. It shows 8500 ± 600 hits, so an error of 7%. However,

9000± 3000 pixels are counted in the fundamental range. Using the assumption that

no fundamental signal hit the detector, this signal is explained by shared-pixels that

contain only a small fraction of the generated charge. By computing hits within the

first pile-up range (4ω), 230± 30 hits are counted.
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Figure 4.6: Simulation of an ADU histogram for a 5× 5 pixel array for 25000 single
photon hits, considering also the detector noise, overlayed and scaled manually to
fit the ADU histogram in run 168 approximately. Results in predicting 8800 ± 400
photons

Using the results from the simulation, that have been used for qualitative com-

parison only until now and with the knowledge of the original number of photons

simulated, the photon count in the signal can be reconstructed. To this end the frac-

tion of photons is converted into ADU values. The simulation result can be fitted to

the experimental signal (see fig. 4.6). Results of this fitting show simulated counts

within the error-range of the counting of the raw data: 8800±400 photons. The sim-

ilarity of this results with the integrated experimental signal supports the method of

counting hits contained only in the upper half of the covered ADU range. Moreover,

the simulation shows that this method gives a number of photons slightly below the

actual one. Further, it is to be noted that the simulation considers a uniform dis-
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tribution of photon hits over the whole pixel. Inferring from the hit distribution on

the detector this assumption is unlikely. Still, it seems to be a good approximation.

Small differences between the data and the fit, as in fig. 4.6, may be explained by

this approximation.

Limits

For data with low fundamental background and pile-up signal, only for the first pile-

up range - not for pile-up in higher orders - the presented method gives promising

results. However, higher pile-up orders will become a problem. As mentioned above,

the intervals above half the peak ADU range gives reliable results. Thus, for higher

pile-up orders the range of half the harmonic peak ADU value to the harmonic peak

ADU value have to be taken into account. However, after the two-photon peak, only

an upper fraction of the ADU range can be used for the integral, because the other

signal overlaps with lower order ranges.

In general, also the signal below the 50% mark overlaps with lower signal ranges.

So only for a signal at significantly higher ADU values, the additional miscounts can

be neglected, and the signal in the range can be estimated. Due to this effect already

for run 169, it is not possible to determine the number of fundamental hits, which is

essential for a full estimate of the pile-up statistics for this energy. The method can

be tested for a dominating fundamental signal depending on the number of higher

harmonics to be counted.

Effect of limitations on real data

Scenarios described in the last section are now to be demonstrated by applying the

presented method and together with simulation results onto two more runs. To show

a scenario with significant pile-up the run 172, will be analyzed. Furthermore run 191
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that shows low pile-up but fundamental as well as the second harmonic signal will be

used.
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Figure 4.7: Run 172 ADU histogram for position ROI on detector from plain data; red:
fundamental ROI; yellow; pile-up ROIs; histogram overlapped by fitted simulation
data; magenta: cumulative curve, green: fundamental signal only, blue: first pile-up
only, cyan: second pile-up only, yellow: third pile-up only;

Run 172: The resulting ADU histogram for run 172 is presented in fig. 4.7 along

with fitted simulation data. The many pile-up peaks show a softening of their edges

in the simulation, explaining the nearly continuous ADU histogram of the data. This

means that part of the pile-up signal starts to overlap with the fundamental ROI.

When integrating the fundamental bin, a significant fraction is due to the pile-up

signal. While the data shows, 13000±2000 counts, the fitted simulation (green) gives

only 9000± 1000 photons. The cumulative curve (magenta) on the other hand gives

10000 ± 1000 counts by integration. The discrepancy between simulation and data

can only be explained by more detailed simulations, which are beyond the scope of

this thesis. Thus it has to be considered as an additional error of ca. 30% that has

to be taken into account, meaning finally for the data 13000 (+2000,−6000) counts.

Similarly, the first pile-up shows a signal of 3600 (+900,−2000) by considering an

addition error of again ca. 30% (derived by same principles as presented before).

Fig. 4.7 shows that higher pile-up signal lacks for good statistics which makes it not
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possible to make a precise fit. 800 (+400,−500) counts are identified for the second

pile-up peak (including again an additional error of 30% based on what was found

for the peaks before). For the same reasons, no reliable data can be obtained from

higher pile-up ranges.
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Figure 4.8: Run 172 ADU histogram for position ROI on detector from plain data,
fundamental ROI red, pile-up ROIs yellow; histogram overlapped by fitted simulation
data; magenta: cumulative curve, green: fundamental signal only, blue: first pile-up
only, cyan: second pile-up only, yellow: third pile-up only; The fit is based on the
assumption that the pixel experience a uniform illumination.

85%

15%

0%

Figure 4.9: Pixel illumination profile for a single pixel optimized for run 172; the
percentages give the probabilities for a photon hitting a certain region of the pixel.
The upper region (dark blue) covers the upper 28% of the pixel, the middle region
(light blue) covers 12% of the pixel and the not illuminated region (white) covers the
lower 60% of the pixel.

At this point, an additional comment on the simulation and fit is to be made.

For run 172 a new feature was necessary. Due to the unsatisfying performance of the

standard algorithm, as shown in fig. 4.8, that considers uniform illuminated pixel,
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a different illumination profile has been chosen. For a simple implementation a 2

step illumination profile, as shown in fig. 4.9, with a chance of 85% of a photon to

be spatially detected in the upper 28% region of a pixel, a chance of 15% to hit the

middle 12% of the pixel and a chance of 0% to hit the lower 60% of the pixel. These

specific settings were obtained by optimizing the simulation for the ADU histogram

of run 172 as, e.g., shown in fig. 4.7. By comparing the results of the standard

algorithm with the results of the new illumination profile shown in fig. 4.7, a clear

improvement can be seen. Following this tendency, it appears that the differences

between data and simulation can indeed be described due to the illumination profile,

which is in reality individual for each pixel.
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Figure 4.10: Run 191 ADU histogram for position ROI on detector from plain data,
fundamental ROI red, pile-up ROI yellow; histogram overlapped by fitted simula-
tion data; magenta: cumulative curve, green: fundamental signal only, cyan: second
harmonic only;

Run 191: Hence data only from an illuminated ROI (position) on the detector is to

be considered. Data in this scenario is different to run 172 as shown in the histogram

in fig. 4.10. Here fundamental signal and native second harmonic signal are the

major contributions. This can be, not only identified by the relation of the intensities

of the ADU ROIs, but especially it can be deduced by looking at the shape of the
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peaks. Unlike in run 172, both peaks exhibit clear and sharp edges. As can be seen

from fig. 4.10, the fundamental signal peak is broader than the second harmonic peak.

Since both are two independent (regarding hitting/within the detector) processes, the

difference can be explained considering different distributions of the hits on the single

pixels. Hence to fit the data, the used simulations are also based on two different

distributions. It can be shown that a slimmer peak indicates that a larger area of the

pixel receives the majority of the hits.

The quantitative analysis of the fundamental region works similar to the one done

for run 172. This way the number of fundamental counts is given as 1600±1000. The

significant error arises from the overlap with the second harmonic signal, as well as

from the deviation of simulated fit and experimental data. It is not distinguishable

whether or to which parts arise from uncertainties in the simulation regarding the

fundamental counts or the overlap with the second harmonic signal. However, for

the second harmonic signal, this is not the case. There it is clear that the difference

between experimental data and simulation fit arises from inaccurate assumptions

made in the simulation. The simulated curve underestimates the counts by 30%

compared to the real counts that are given with 1100 ± 200. Applying the new

method towards the fundamental would reduce the error due to the difference between

simulation and data to zero and only the overlap and range limits contribute to the

error. However, as stated before, the hit distribution on the pixel for the fundamental

is different and it overlaps with other signal, so therefore the method is not applicable.

Conclusion

Conclusively it can be stated that working with the plain data can give promising

results. Even for inconvenient cases such as significant pile-up or overlapping of two

native signals, the measured counts for data ranges with sufficient signal stay more
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significant than the errors which allow at least for classifications regarding the order

of magnitude. For good cases and a high quality of the signal, the errors due to the

method can be reduced to below 5%, which makes this method suitable for those

cases.

Though, the limited capabilities of the simulations lead to a high uncertainty in

the results. The next section will show, whether processing algorithms can overcome

that uncertainty.

4.1.3 Standard Droplet-Algorithm

The droplet algorithm is the standard detector interpretation step in preprocessing

for ePix detectors with a low number of hits per each shot expected.

Goal of the droplet algorithm

A droplet algorithm aims to process the detector (pixel-resolved) signal to reconstruct

actual information about the photon that hit the detector. It is used to preprocess

the data to enable a convenient way of analyzing measurements.

The preprocessing for this experiment uses a droplet algorithm written by Silke

Nelson. [42] The analysis will rely on two versions of it. The most recent version is

accessible via GitHub. [2]

Applied Methods

The basic Principle of the droplet algorithm is that it is looking for ”islands”, so-

called droplets, of signal over the noise level of the detector, e.g., as shown in fig.

4.11 (a). Therefore it applies at first a certain threshold that a peak has to overcome.

Furthermore, it looks for surrounding pixels that overcome a second lower threshold.

Each threshold is defined as a factor concerning the specific pixel’s electronic noise
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(a) (b)

Pixel with no signal / signal below 
threshold
Droplet

Pixel with signal over threshold for a hit

Pixel with signal over threshold for a 
shared pixel

Figure 4.11: Working principle of the droplet algorithm; Left: the situation with one
hit and surrounding shared pixels, the droplet algorithm works appropriately. Right:
situation with two close hits and one shared pixel that is neighboring both hits, the
droplet algorithm does not work properly

on the detector from the most recent dark run. As can be seen from this method:

the droplet algorithm gives only meaningful information when each shot contains a

low number of hits, and hits that are far from each other. Otherwise, droplets begin

to merge like in fig. 4.11 (b).

The algorithm looks for more signal of the droplet in a ”sourrounding” pixel.

A ”surrounding” pixel is a direct neighbor (right, left, top or bottom) but not a

diagonal neighbored pixel. To include those diagonal neighboring pixels it needs a

next neighbor that is already included in the droplet (as can be seen in fig. 4.11).

In order to reconstruct a photon hit, for an identified droplet the sum of each

pixel’s signal (ADU) will be assigned to that droplet. Furthermore, the position of

the droplet will be given by an ADU-weighted average of each pixel’s position forming

the droplet. Also, the number of pixels each droplet consists of is stored.

Errors

The algorithm interprets the detector signal individually for each shot. This automa-

tion is necessary since the experiment’s data consists of several million shots. For

the program, it is crucial to minimize misinterpretation, but the limits regarding the
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validity of the applied methods and other errors in the resulting dataset may not be

suppressed entirely. The most critical errors that may occur will be discussed in this

paragraph.

Pixel with signal 
indicating two hits
Pixel with signal over 
threshold for a hit
Pixel with signal over 
threshold for a shared pixel

Pixel with signal 
that is masked
shared pixel with signal 
below threshold for a shared pixel
Pixel with no signal 
/ signal below threshold

Droplet

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 4.12: Errors that can occur using the droplet algorithm; (a) shows shared
pixels that have ADU counts below the threshold and hence are not included within
a droplet. (b) illustrates a pixel that should be part of a droplet, but is masked and
thus does not contribute to the droplet. (c) is a situation that may happen with or
without the droplet algorithm, a pixel is hit by two photons within the same shot and
can not be distinguished from signal with doubled frequency. (d) presents an effect
that looks at ADU values the same as the situation in (c), but instead of two photons
hitting the same pixel they are just close enough to contribute to the same droplet.

The threshold applied to the algorithm for finding peak-surrounding pixels with

signal implies that signal below this threshold will be lost, as illustrated in fig. 4.12

(a), although it may be hidden in the detector’s noise anyways. Since the effect of

pixel-sharing follows its statistical nature, the losses will vary for each droplet, but

overall this will lead to a peak broadening in terms of ADU values. The error can be

minimized by having a lower threshold that is just above the noise level. A threshold

of 3 ·rms with regard to each pixel’s (dark) signal is used. So only the detector’s noise
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contributes to the rms, and not the signal of each shot. Using an individual pixel

threshold, the best possible signal over noise level is collected. Only ca. 0.3% of the

noise may be above this level. Furthermore, each pixel that overcomes the threshold

contains an ADU value which is the sum of signal and noise. This means that an

error in the ADU values scales with droplet size. This leads to further broadening of

the signal in the energy spectrum.

In the standard configuration of the droplet algorithm, masked pixels may be

neighbors to pixels in the current droplet. With a detector image in which the masks

already have been applied, as shown in fig. 4.12 (b), such possible signal will not be

included as a shared pixel. Modifying options to run the droplet algorithm, this kind

error can be reduced by also considering masked pixels next to pixels that are found

to be part of a droplet. This may be done in offline analysis but is typically not done

online, due to the larger required processing time of the algorithm. Nevertheless, the

problem persists for peaks lying on masked pixels.

Furthermore, the rare event (when the algorithm is applied to an appropriate

dataset) that two droplets come very close to each other, although their peaks may

not overlap, they may appear to the droplet algorithm as a single droplet. The

standard algorithm applied here is not able to separate those droplets nor able to

mark droplets that may contain two photons. Hence in addition to the rare event

of ordinary pile-up (fig. 4.12 (c)), when two photons hit the very same pixel in one

shot (first kind of pile-up), the droplet algorithm contributes with a second kind of

pile-up (fig. 4.12 (d)) to the preprocessed data. It may be referred to that kind as

the pile-up of the second kind.
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Effect of errors onto signal

The way the droplet algorithm acts on data can be illustrated using data that may

promote certain errors, as described before, shown in fig. 4.12. Since pile-up will

cause the major error, this is the effect that will be analyzed in this section.

At first, we will take a look at a run in which more photons are expected to

hit the detector than the algorithm can deal with. Pile-up effects, as illustrated

in fig. 4.12 (c) & (d), are expected to be stronger in this as compared to other

data sets. Such a run is run no. 172, which recorded a rocking curve of the Bragg

reflection of the (111)-plane that allows a reflection of the fundamental wavelength.

This reflection occurs directed with a small divergence. This is why only a small

region on the detector is illuminated. To suppress noise in the signal, in the following,

only data from this region is considered. Since the cross-section for second harmonic

generation is expected to be many orders of magnitude lower than for Bragg-reflection

of fundamental signal [46] and the FEL second harmonic is highly suppressed, the

data-set is expected to be dominated by the fundamental and probably will contain

nearly no second harmonic signal.

A good way to illustrate the effect of the droplet algorithm is to use ADU his-

tograms that show the signal for different droplet sizes (in pixels) as plotted in fig.

4.13.

As can be seen from fig. 4.13 there exists a significant number of droplets of

the size of only one pixel. This implies that there exists at least one zone on the

pixel where the probability for enough electrons to accumulate in neighbored pixels

to overcome the threshold for a shared pixel is low. Describing the average electron

distribution with a Gaussian function (centered where the pixel has been hit), the

electrons exhibit some mean free diffusion length, leading to the conclusion that this
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Figure 4.13: ADU histograms for run 172 by size of droplets in pixel (label on the
right-hand side) and histogram in the bottom over all droplet sizes; Y-axis scales
logarithmically; Marked ROIs for fundamental (dark blue), first fundamental pile-up
(red), second fundamental pile-up (pink) and higher order fundamental pile-up (light
blue); The signal is expected to dominated by fundamental photons.

is one central zone and that the position of shared pixels depend on the position the

incident photon hits the single pixel. The data also shows that a droplet with an

area of larger than four pixels is improbable for those that show no pile-up nor any

second harmonic signal. For the same run, the pile-up dominated peak at energies of

the second harmonic shows on the other hand that larger droplets than four pixels
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contribute with a relevant number of counts towards the total number of hits. Two

consecutive hits can be considered in the form of a linear combination of each single

one. Hence the shift towards larger droplets may be caused by pile-up of the second

kind.[53, 18]
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Figure 4.14: Dropletsize vs. counts by different ADU ranges (ROIs) and for all ADU’s
for run 172; Y-axis scales logarithmically; The color scheme follows that of fig. 4.13:
fundamental (dark blue), first fundamental pile-up (red), second fundamental pile-up
(pink) and all ADU’s (black); The signal is expected to be dominated by fundamental
photons (other photon energies are neglected).

So, in general, the tendency that higher orders of pile-up correlate with bigger

droplets is observed from fig. 4.13. A better visualization of this effect is presented

in fig. 4.14. Each colored data point represents the integral value of one ADU ROI

(as specified in the figure) for a certain droplet size. The black data points represent

the integral over the whole ADU range for each droplet size. It confirms the tendency

from fig. 4.13. Not only as obviously expected differ the blue, red and pink curve in

fig. 4.14 in intensity, they are also displaced relative to each other.

Simulations show that pile-up of the first kind may shift the pile-up peak slightly
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but not enough to overlap with the here measured droplet sizes. When allowing hits

spreading multiple pixels according to the hit distribution on the pixel of run 172, the

simulation of ADU distribution per shot and the afterward applied droplet algorithm

results in a droplet size distribution that agrees with minor differences close to peak

well with the experiment. Those minor differences may be explained by a non-uniform

distribution of the photon hits on the pixels themselves. (for details on the simulation,

code and some comments see the appendix A) The simulation supports the argument

that the droplet algorithm indeed produces the second kind of pile-up (fig. 4.12 (d))

and it furthermore can have a significant influence on the interpretation of the data.

Significantly more pile-up than actually is occurring may be seen in the pre-processed

data.

Thus data from run 172 shows that pile-up of the second kind can be identified

by a shift of the probability on the occurrence of droplet sizes when comparing hits

at the fundamental and its first pile-up energy on the detector. Furthermore, the

pile-up of the second kind is much more probable than pile-up of the first kind, so its

effects dominate the pile-up in the preprocessed data.

For a dataset that contains a real second harmonic signal, e.g., run 191 was chosen.

The identification of the real second harmonic signal can be made by using the ADU

histograms in fig. 4.15. Since most of the second harmonic signal is confined to a

small region (over 90% of the signal) in which only a small fraction of the fundamental

energy signal is contained (less than 1%), and in which the expected fundamental,

four-photon pile-up signal shows nearly no signal. Further, the second harmonic two-

photon pile-up energy shows slightly more signal than the fundamental second pile-up

energy. A significant pollution of the second harmonic signal by fundamental two-

photon pile-up can be ruled out by applying Poisson statistics. Those can be used to

describe the pile-up process [20].
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Figure 4.15: ADU histograms (ADU vs. counts) for full detector and region with
confined second harmonic signal for run 191; Y-axis scales logarithmically; Follow
color scheme of fig. 4.13: fundamental (dark blue), second harmonic / fundamental
pile-up (red), second fundamental pile-up (pink) and higher order pile-up (light blue);
The fundamental region in the left plot contains 102187 counts where the same region
in the right plot contains only 630 counts, while the second harmonic region in the
left plot contains 1550 counts and in the right plot 1397 counts.

Now the droplet size distribution for this run, shown in fig. 4.16, can be analyzed.

Opposite to the distribution of run 172 (see fig. 4.14), the curve for the fundamental

signal and the data points for two-photon fundamental pile-up / single-photon second

harmonic (SH) signal are not displaced to each other. Applying the conclusion from

run 172 that pile-up signal can be identified by a relative shift of both curves to each

other, the same deduction as in the preceeding paragraph is obtained. The apparent

SH signal shows no significant contribution of two-photon fundamental pile-up signal.

The analysis method proposed by the conclusions of the study of run 172 has

been successfully tested with this data set and applies to identify signals that are

dominated by pile-up rather than actual signal in the observed energy- / ADU-range.
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Figure 4.16: Droplet size vs. counts by different ADU ranges (ROIs) and for all
ADU’s for run 191; Y-axis scales logarithmically; Follow color scheme of fig. 4.14:
fundamental (dark blue), second harmonic / fundamental pile-up (red) and all ADU’s
(black); No shift of red curve compared to blue curve identifies it as second harmonic
and not pile-up signal

Furthermore, this test demonstrates that artifacts assigned with pile-up are not gen-

erated from the appropriate signal in the same energy range. It is clear that the

results of the droplet algorithm may distort counting statistics and hence depending

on the average count rate may increase the error significantly.

Conclusion

Overall the algorithm performs well in reconstructing the original photon signal from

the distribution on the detector. This becomes more clear when comparing the results

of this algorithm with the ideal signal proposed in fig. 4.3. The algorithm causes a

small spread in an ADU histogram. However, it misinterprets some signal distribu-

tions which leads to additional pile-up. This pile-up can be added as an error directly,

but it leads to an error caused by the analysis and not the experiment. Improvements
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to this may will be achieved by using a custom written droplet algorithm.

4.1.4 Custom Droplet-Algorithm

The custom droplet algorithm aims to preprocess the detector’s signal, using improved

approaches, to reconstruct actual photon hits. Therefore the pile-up of the second

kind is to be reduced, while the noise due to separating droplets is to be kept low.

Concept

The customized droplet algorithm follows the same basic concept as the previously

analyzed droplet algorithm. As a consequence of the too large droplets, that are

actually multiple neighboring or overlapping droplets, this algorithm aims for isolat-

ing single droplets. It is constructed to find impossible (non-logic) droplet shapes,

meaning shapes that a single photon cannot generate.

The algorithm consist of four functions. One that all the data is accumulated with

and actual droplet finding algorithms are delegated, though this function also finds

Load next 
detector image

�nd peak pixel

cut undesired 
droplet away

check for logic
identify droplet

“� �� � �� � �� � “

save droplet

no peak 
found

peak found

is logic

is not logic

Figure 4.17: Block diagram for custom droplet algorithm; each color (white, blue, red
& pink) represents a different function. The “dropletize” function is called recursively
until enough droplets are cut away temporary. When a droplet is finally classified as
“logic” all temporary removed droplets are added back into the detector image, while
the found droplet is masked out.
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the peak pixels. The other three then identify droplets, check whether it is a possible

(logic) shape and in case it is not, parts that are probably not part of the droplet are

dismissed. After that the function to identify droplets is called again. This process

repeats recursively, as also shown in fig. 4.17.

Process of finding a droplet: The principle of the procedure is illustrated with

a block diagram in fig. 4.17. After loading the detector image, at first a ”peak pixel”

is found, in which the algorithm searches for the pixel with maximum ADU value

in the region of interest. The detected potential peak pixel then has to overcome a

peak threshold - analogous to the standard droplet algorithm. This maximum pixel

will be referred to as center pixel. The center pixel is then handed to the function

”dropletize”.

?

?

?

? ??

?

(1) (2) (3) (4)

DropletNot considered pixel

Potential neighbored pixel

Center pixel

Neighbored pixel ?

Figure 4.18: Illustration of how a droplet is found; (1) look in all neighbored pixels
from the center pixel, (2) look to the right and to the left, with regard to the in (1)
found neighbored pixel, (3) consider the pixel between the in (1) and (2) found pixels
as a potential fourth pixel, (4) a droplet with maximal size is found

A droplet is found by searching in the surrounding pixels for those that overcome

a lower threshold (same threshold concept as the standard droplet algorithm). To

state it in more detail, as illustrated in fig. 4.18, at first, for the pixel that shows

the most signal of all direct neighboring pixels is searched (fig. 4.18 (1)). Then, the
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algorithm searches for a second maximum neighboring pixel that lies either at the

right or at the left relative to the first found neighbored pixel (fig. 4.18 (2)). Further

it looks for a possible fourth pixel in the droplet at the corner between neighbored

pixels, which were just found (fig. 4.18 (3)). To be included, the fourth pixel’s ADU

value has to be smaller than 110% of each surrounding pixel, otherwise it is not

included (it could be, e.g., a second peak pixel). A Droplet has been found, that has

an ”allowed” shape. But at this point it is not clear whether those neighbored pixels

are peaks themselves or are influenced by other peaks next to them. This is why, in

a next step, this possibility is checked. A droplet is flagged (marked to be part of a

merged droplet), when there is another pixel overcoming the threshold for at least a

neighbored pixel on the outer edge of the found droplet. Droplets that are not flagged

will be returned, and the head function looks for the next peak.

(a) (b) (c)

Pixel with no signal / signal below 
threshold
Droplet

Pixel with signal over threshold for a hit

Splitting

Pixel with signal over threshold for a 
shared pixel
Pixel with 50% of its signal for a 
shared pixel

Figure 4.19: Illustration of droplet splitting: the algorithm splits the droplet in (a) by
knowing two peaks, pixels (except peaks!) shared by both are split in half. Assuming
the isolated droplet in (b) contains the original found peak, the other droplet shown
in (c) is removed and (b) is processed as new identified droplet. Since the upper pixel
in (b) does not overcome the peak threshold the red droplet is not flagged and it is
saved. The previously excluded part of the droplet is added back into the data.
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Flagged droplets will be processed with a ”split”-function. It looks for another

peak in a larger 5× 5 neighborhood of the center pixel. If such a peak is found (see

also the example in fig. 4.19), commonly shared pixels are cut in half in their ADU

value. The extra droplet is masked out and the remaining image is fed back to the

“dropletize”-function. the process repeats itself recursively until an ordinary droplet

is recognized (not flagged). Afterwards the detected droplet is masked out of the

image and the ADU values that have been cut away before are added back to the

image.

Errors

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Pixel with no signal / signal below 
threshold
Droplet

Pixel with signal over threshold for a hit

Pixel with signal over threshold for a 
shared pixel

Figure 4.20: Illustration of possible (”logical”) droplet shapes

From the detector’s behaviour presented in ch. 4.1.2, it is obvious that the shapes

shown in fig. 4.20 can be produced by one photon. In fig. 4.21 those shapes are

presented that are ”non-logical” in the sense that more than one photon have to be

responsible. Those ”non-logical” shapes need to be classified into those due to pile-up

of the first kind (fig. 4.21 (c) & (d)) and pile-up of the second kind (fig. 4.21 (a)

& (b)). While the latter will occur much more often, assuming a signal spread over
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Pixel with no signal / signal below 
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Figure 4.21: Illustration of some impossible single photon (”non-logical”) droplet
shapes

multiple pixels, the inaccurate recognition of pile-up of the first kind should nearly

show no error. However, the main source of errors will arise from wrong decisions in

removing other droplets from the droplet that is in processing.

The possible scenarios in fig 4.21, point to a problematic scenario: just considering

the shape, a pile-up of the first kind can look the same as a pile-up of the second kind.

Depending on the statistics, stating that pile-up of first kind is much less probable

than pile-up of the second kind is reasonable. For this algorithm, the consequences

of misinterpretation due to that have to be accepted.

Also for properly identified non-logical droplets, the algorithm for splitting two

overlapped droplets uses the following assumption. It assumes that for potential

shared pixels of both droplets half of their ADU values can possibly be part of each

droplet. This means that it either happens that droplets show too high or too low

ADU values. The lower signal that still lies in the ADU range for the appropriate

photon energy is classified as such a photon. The lower signal out of ADU range has

to be counted as a full error photon. The higher signal out of ADU range cannot be
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distinguished from pile-up and has to be treated like such.

Application

Similar to the previous sections about the other preprocessing methods, in this section

the algorithm is applied to actual data. In order to allow for a good comparison the

same runs are to be chosen as before.
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Figure 4.22: ADU histograms for run 169 with custom droplet algorithm: (a) low
pulse energy range: 0.1 - 3 IPM; (b) high pulse energy range: 4 - 7

Run 169: For this run, that contains nearly no fundamental and mostly second

harmonic signal, with the custom droplet algorithm in an ADU histogram a clear

peak of second harmonic signal is observed, as shown in fig. 4.22. The errors occur as

mentioned above. In both presented energy regimes, for ADU values lower than the

SHG peak, noise occurs due to the algorithm. However, in both cases pile up photons

are successfully split. Such a signal looks also like the noise, but lies in the ADU ROI

of the SHG signal. As presented in the theory the efficiency of the second harmonic

process is expected to depend quadratically on the pulse energy. Since higher photon

rates lead to more pile-up a better analysis is done by splitting the histogram in

two. One for the lower pulse energy range (IPM2 < 4) and one for the higher pulse
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energy range (IPM2 > 4). For the lower range, shown in fig. 4.22 (a), much less

pile up occurs than in the high pulse energy range, when compared to the number

of shots associated with each regime. The algorithm shows low additional noise. For

higher pulse energies it becomes clear that due to this algorithm noise signal becomes

more significant. However, as long as the noise generates a lower error than other

interpretation, the performance of this algorithm stands the test.
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Figure 4.23: ADU histogram for run 172 with custom droplet algorithm

Run 172: Like in the previous sections run 172 is used to illustrate the case of

extreme pile-up signal. As can be seen from fig. 4.23, the amount of pile up reduces

itself from a lower order peak towards a higher order peak approximately by one

order of magnitude. That is very close to the expectations of pile up of the first kind

[20]. However, this run also shows scatter signal, but this is still about one order of

magnitude below the signal contained in the peak for each interval.

Run 191: This run gives a situation in which fundamental as well as second har-

monic signal can be observed. This provides an additional challenge to the presented

algorithm, since the noise signal that counts as an error overlaps partially with the
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Figure 4.24: ADU histogram for run 191 with custom droplet algorithm

fundamental ADU ROI. Fig. 4.24 shows the ADU histogram after the custom droplet

algorithm has been applied of that run. This run shows in general not much pile-

up, which makes this algorithm not really effective. Most droplets obey the allowed

shapes anyways. Especially since the artificial noise signal in the fundamental region

cannot be quantified, the error due to that can just be given in an upper limit by the

number of hits, that were flagged, but then the algorithm did not achieved its goals.

Conclusion & Outlook

The algorithm provides a great way to interpret data from an ePix100 detector.

Especially for situations that show pile-up signal (flagged droplets), many of those

are recognized and split into single photons. Due to misinterpretations by the splitting

algorithm noise that contributes to the error is generated.

A further improved approach may be to fit the distribution with photons, repre-

sented by Gaussian functions that emulate the photon behaviour in the detector. For

such algorithm an intense computing time is expected. Further another challenge for

such algorithm would be photons of two different colors, while a shape algorithm is
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not influenced by the number of colors of the photons.

4.1.5 Comparison between different approaches

To compare the performance of the different approaches especially the data from run

169 and run 191, that are both second harmonic generation runs, has to be taken into

account. Run 172 was good for illustrative purposes, but does not represent data of

interest.

As already mentioned in the discussion of each method, it is obvious what basic

effects each method has. It is now to be discussed which method is to be used in

what cases in order to generate the best results.

However, at first a general overview over the results will be given. As presented

before the biggest error due to the preprocessing occurs from some artificial pile-up,

called pile-up of the second kind. This pile-up is not shown by the raw data, but both

versions of a droplet algorithm show it. While the droplet algorithm leads to very

direct interpretations, the interpretation of the raw data is more difficult. It is in the

nature of the raw data to show broad distributions with no defined single peaks in

an ADU histogram in the region of interest on the detector. But also both droplet

algorithms show some noise signal - meaning signal between distinct peaks, maybe

due to misinterpretation and/or stray light on the detector. The custom droplet

algorithm shows more noise signal, indicating more misinterpretations, and not stray

light.

In order to provide a convincing comparison certain common bounds have to be

set. At first it has to be clear what will be discussed. Obviously, performance concern-

ing the determination of the amount of second harmonic and potentially fundamental

signal shall be compared. Additionally, the errors also have to be taken into account.

Moreover with regard to the droplet, it may be of interest from what signal errors
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arise, meaning from signal in potential pile-up peaks or from noise signal. The results

from that comparison can be used to get a better impression of possible improvements

to the customized droplet algorithm.

Run 169: This run is a good starting point, because as can be seen from the sections

where the methods are analyzed, this is a run that shows nearly no fundamental

signal, so that its contribution can be neglected. In the comparison, two characteristic

regimes will be discussed. A low/medium and a high pulse energy interval, in terms of

IPM values, is chosen. Those are 0.1−3 and 4−7. The errors in this region should be

dominated by pile-up and not by counting statistics. In general this section discusses

only errors due to the selected analysis method.

For the low/medium pulse energy range the second harmonic counting rates lie

below 1%, while here the raw data shows nearly no pile-up, also both droplet algo-

rithms show only the same very few pile-up counts. In direct comparison the standard

droplet methods gives more reliable results only because the customized one shows

some more noise signal in the fundamental region. At highest pulse energies the

standard droplet algorithm shows pile-up from up to seven photons, while that raw

data clearly indicates that there is only real pile-up up from up to three photons.

The customized droplet algorithm shows its strengths. It can reduce pile-up to the

3rd order and further the droplet splitting algorithm can reduce the overall error by

over 11% absolute, translating to over 16% relative error, compared to the standard

algorithm.

Run 191: Run 191 is a complicated run, since the data set shows two colors of

photons. It contains nearly no pile-up signal, which is why the custom droplet algo-

rithm cannot show its strengths. It results with this algorithm in more noise signal.
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The raw data, as can be seen from fig. 4.10, is also affected by the two color over-

lap. Especially the fundamental signal has some significant error, but also the second

harmonic signal can be determined only with an uncertainty of 20%. However, the

standard droplet algorithm shows clear peaks and nearly no pile-up signal. It is the

algorithm of choice for this run. Because of the low number of pile up no analysis of

two different pulse energy domains is necessary.

Conclusions: The droplet algorithm is to be used for signals that show no or very

low pile-up. The sharp peak and minimal noise signal allow for a clean interpretation,

without losing the low error in the signal. For runs that show medium pile-up signal,

it is to a case sensitive decision, in such a regime it not clear whether the pile-up

error with the standard droplet overcomes the error due to noise signal in the custom

droplet method. For signal with large pile-up signal, but still with the intention to

find single photons, the raw data may be taken as base, though also only one color

is allowed in the signal, otherwise the custom droplet algorithm has to be chosen. In

general the raw data is not to be considered as a reliable method. Though the basic

principle can be simulated, as of now we have no simulation that is sophisticated

enough to allow for a good fit. This results at this time in large uncertainties about

the number of photons. Those result in large errors. The signal with more noise that

can be observed using the customized droplet algorithm points towards too general

assumptions and methods. The method to split droplets needs to consider more

circumstances than only parts of the direct neighborhood of the peak pixel.

Altogether analyzing three possible methods for data analysis shows that the

droplet algorithm is still to be considers the best all-round tool. Though when allowed

to do case sensitive decision on the algorithm, the custom droplet algorithm will be

useful in many cases.
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4.2 Detector Calibration: IPM to pulse energy

The calibration of the IPMs for the pulse energy scale can be made using a power

meter originally designed for optical lasers, which is provided at the XPP beamline.

Therefore, during the beamtime, the value displayed by the instrument was calibrated

to an averaged IPM3 signal. However, typically the IPM2 is a better choice to provide

a general pulse energy scale, since it is placed before any attenuator, that would reduce

the signal to noise ratio. So at first, the IPM2 sum is correlated to the IPM3 sum

and then a scale can be set. The IPM values are expected to increase linearly with

the pulse energy [22].
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Figure 4.25: IPM3 to IPM2 calibration with run 169

On September 29 at 9:50 AM an IPM3 average around 1.0 relates to ca. 85µJ

shown by the power meter. According to a beamline scientist, the real pulse energy

is roughly lower by a factor of 2 to 3 than the one displayed [53]. Hence 1.0 on IPM3

relates to a pulse energy range of 27−43µJ , thus an average pulse energy of 35±8µJ .

An average of 1.0 on IPM3 relates to an average of 1.19 ± 0.04 (error given by rms

on fit) on the IPM2.
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4.3 Experimental Results & Comparison with Simulation

The parameters of interest for this experiment are the photon rate and the efficiency

of the second harmonic process for different phase-matching conditions. In this sec-

tion, resulting efficiencies and their angular dependence is presented. Further, the

dependence of the second harmonic photon rate on the pulse energy and data on the

angular acceptance of each reflection are presented. Details on some errors are given

in the separate section 4.3.4 “Error Analysis”.

4.3.1 Efficiency

During the experiment for most of the investigated crystal geometries, particular

datasets at the angle of incidence with maximum second harmonic photon-rate were

recorded. Those runs consist of many shots, to ensure proper counting statistics (see

also ch. 4.3.4). This section uses if existing, data from those runs. Furthermore, this

section will show a derivation of an equation to calculate the efficiency and its error

from experimental data. Furthermore, it will present values for the efficiency and

compare it to a theoretical simulation done by Priyanka Chakraborti.

The efficiency rate for the process is defined to be the number of generated second

harmonic (SH) photons divided by the number of incident fundamental photons. So it

can be calculated from the incident light and the generated light. The average number

of incident photons, ifund, (normalized per shot) with the fundamental photon energy,

Eph,fund, can be calculated from the average pulse energy.

ifund =
Epulse,avg
Eph,fund

(4.1)

Epulse,avg can be obtained from the average IPM2 signal per shot, IPM2,avg. For the
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conversion of the calibrated IPM3 signal, we find the pulse energy per IPM3 with

Epulse,IPM3 ≈ 35 ± 8 µJ
pulse

. From the data, a conversion factor from IPM3 to IPM2,

IPMconv, can be obtained (see ch. 4.2).

Epulse,avg = Epulse,IPM3 × IPMconv × IPM2,avg (4.2)

The number of generated second harmonic photons, nsh, can be obtained from the

counts per shot on the detector (in the desired energy range) ndet,sh with the knowledge

of the Transmission, Tsh, of the filter used in front of the detector and the detector’s

quantum efficiency, ηdet.

nsh =
ndet,sh

Tsh × ηdet
(4.3)

During the experiment it has to be shown how high the second harmonic background

of the incident light is. In case it would be too high to be neglected, the number of

incident second harmonic photons (normalized per shot), ish, together with the re-

flectivity of the crystal depending on its orientation due to Bragg reflection, Rsh,bragg,

have to be considered.

The overall efficiency of the process ηSHG, neglecting ish, is given by:

ηSHG =
nsh
ifund

(4.4)

ηSHG =
ndet,sh

Tsh × ηdet
× Eph,fund
Epulse,IPM3 × IPMconv × IPM2,avg

(4.5)

When approximating the error distributions of the measurements and conversion
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factors to follow a Gaussian distribution, the error in the efficiency is given by:

∆ηSHG =

[(
1

Tsh×ηdet
× Eph,fund

Epulse,IPM3×IPMconv×IPM2,avg
∆ndet,sh

)2
+
(

ndet,sh

Tsh×ηdet
× Eph,fund

E2
pulse,IPM3×IPMconv×IPM2,avg

∆Epulse,IPM3

)2
+
(

ndet,sh

Tsh×ηdet
× Eph,fund

Epulse,IPM3×IPM2
conv×IPM2,avg

∆IPMconv

)2
+
(

ndet,sh

Tsh×ηdet
× Eph,fund

Epulse,IPM3×IPMconv×IPM2
2,avg

∆IPM2,avg

)2]1/2
(4.6)

To reduce the error in the efficiencies, we use a narrow distribution of the pulse

energies. Since the XFEL has large fluctuations in photon energy and the LODCM

(see ch. 3.1.2) transmits only a narrow, fixed bandwidth of that into the beamline, the

transmitted intensity fluctuates significantly. The range of intensities was limited in

the analysis by only analyzing data where the shots lie within a fixed energy (IPM2)

range. This was determined to be 2 to 3 IPM2 because this is a range in which many

SH photons were measured and a large statistics of shots could be detected. This

translates to an average pulse energy of 70± 20µJ .

The count rates on the detector and their errors can be ascertained using either

of the two droplet algorithms. For runs that show some pile-up, with the custom

droplet algorithm improvements in the positive error of over 9% are achieved. It can

be shown that for the more extreme case the positive error can be reduced by more

than 37%.

θscatter

incident XFEL beam
SampleSample

outgoing second harmonic beam

Figure 4.26: Illustration of the scattering angle θscatter
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Figure 4.27: Efficiency vs. phase-matched scattering angle; there are different scat-
tering angles due to different phase-matching conditions for different planes. Since
the scattering angles for the (111)- and (11− 1)-geometries are equal, in order to dif-
ferentiate between the data points two different colors ((11− 1): red & (111): blue)
are used. Deviations from a tendency of high efficiencies at low scattering angles, are
explained by different propagation lengths in the sample, as well as different lengths
until saturation occurs. The error was calculated using eq. 4.6.

The resulting efficiencies (obtained by using the better result of both algorithms)

are compared to theoretical simulations (see fig. 4.27). It can be seen that there is

a good overlap with the theory for all angles. Walk-off effects explain the decrease

of the efficiency towards larger scattering angles. Those get more severe because the

spatial and temporal overlap between the coupled fields is shorter. The fundamental

beam acts as a pump for the generated second harmonic fields. The sample’s dimen-

sions may explain deviations from that overall tendency. It allows for each reflection
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different propagation lengths, since as shown in table 3.1 in ch. 3.1.4, the angle be-

tween sample’s surface and incident beam varies. A big contribution to the overall

errors arises from the uncertainty on the measurements delivered by the power meter,

made to reconstruct the pulse energy. However, the pulse energy fluctuation within

the selected IPM2 range also participates with a significant amount. Since counting

statics (see ch. 4.3.4) appear to be no major contributor to the error at this point,

further, but slight improvements to the error can be made by narrowing the pulse

energy down further, as it will be done in the following section.

4.3.2 Pulse energy Dependence

As it could be shown in the previous section, the desirable counting statistics of

the data allow for a fine binning of the pulse energies. To show the pulse energy

dependence in this section, a dependency will be plotted regarding IPM2 values. This

is because the IPM2 values scale linearly with the pulse energy and the translating

factor comes with a significant error as presented before. So the IPM2 values are

equivalent to an energy scale in arbitrary units. The intensity will be given regarding

the effective 2ω-count rate, which is expected to scale quadratically with the pulse

energy. The effective count rate is the measured 2ω-count rate corrected for filter

transmission and quantum efficiency of the detector. Since higher pulse energies

expect higher count rates, hence more pile-up, this section will always compare the

results of both droplet algorithms.

In the previous section, an efficiency was derived and calculated, which represents

the relation of the incident fundamental to the generated second harmonic photons.

It is not only specific for the focal parameters, the sample, and the general beam

properties, it also depends on pulse properties, meaning those that vary pulse to
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pulse. In this case, pulse properties refer, especially to the pulse energy. Properties

like pulse duration or source point, which affects the focus, are assumed to be stable.

This problem leads to the goal of this section, that is to define another kind of

efficiency that depends on fewer parameters and to find a factor that relates to that

new efficiency.

One approach for this is to use the non-linear relation of the incident to the

generated electric field, as presented in ch. 2.1.5. For this, an efficiency ηNL, called

in the following ”nonlinear efficiency”, can be defined as:

E2ω = ηNL ·E2
inc,ω (4.7)

, where E2ω is the electric field of the outgoing SH photon pulse and Einc,ω is the

electric field of the incident fundamental photon pulse. This relates to a quadratic de-

pendence regarding the photon rates. Further a possible second harmonic background

signal that was Bragg reflected or background due to the pile-up of the fundamental

signal is to be considered. Such a background scales linearly with the incident pulse

energy. Furthermore, a possible noise signal is taken into account. This results in a

polynomial of second order. The data will be fitted for

n2ω = a · IPM2
2,avg + b · IPM2,avg + c. (4.8)

This way the factor a that relates to the non-linear efficiency is independent of

the pulse energy. A direct conversion between both parameters is not possible at this

point, since the exact parameters, like the pulse duration of the generated second

harmonic, are unknown.

The dependence of the effective count rate on the pulse energy for several crystal
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(b) 111 geometry
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(c) 11-1 geometry

Figure 4.28: SH photons per shot vs. pulse energy (IPM2); For the shown planes
clear advantages can be obtained by the use of the customized droplet algorithm; the
red data points and the blue fits are based on data obtained with the custom droplet
algorithm, while the light pink data and fits were obtained by applying the standard
droplet algorithm to the raw data; the fits were done using the function ax2 + bx+ c,
where the fit-parameter a, b, c are limited to positive values. This results in all cases
in b ≈ 0, c ≈ 0.
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(c) 660 geometry
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(e) 771 geometry

Figure 4.29: SH photons per shot vs. pulse energy (IPM2); For the shown planes
no advantages or even disadvantages compared to the standard droplet algorithm are
obtained by the use of the customized droplet algorithm; the red data points and
the blue fits are based on data obtained with the standard droplet algorithm; the fits
were done using the function ax2 + bx+ c, where the fit-parameter a, b, c are limited
to positive values. This results in all cases in b ≈ 0, c ≈ 0.
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planes in diamond is shown in fig. 4.28 and 4.29. From the plots in these figures,

the expected quadratic dependence is observed for all planes within the error ranges

of the data points. Hence the developed theory appears to be valid in this regime.

This also validates the approach to find an efficiency with a quadratic dependence

on the incident field. Furthermore, the plots show for each data set a comparison

between the performance of both droplet algorithms. Those presented in fig. 4.28

show reflections where the custom droplet algorithm can provide some improvement

and for those in fig. 4.29, the standard droplet gives better results. The fits further

show that there is no or nearly no background or noise signal (b, c ≈ 0).

111
11-1 220 660 771

113 331
00-4

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140
scattering angle (deg)

10 -2

10 -1

a

Figure 4.30: Fit parameter a vs. phase-matched scattering angles; there are different
scattering angles due to different phase-matching conditions for different planes. Since
the scattering angles for the (111)- and (11 − 1)-geometries are equal, in order to
differentiate between the data points two different colors ((11 − 1): red & (111):
blue) are used. Data shows qualitatively the same behaviour as fig. 4.27

With the obtained efficiency related parameter a as in the previous section an

angular dependence can be plotted. Such a plot is shown in fig. 4.30. The plot shows

qualitatively the same behavior as the data in fig. 4.27. Note that a scattering angle
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of 90 degrees means scattering into the polarization direction of the FEL fundamental.

This is highly suppressed for linear scattering, but the nonlinear scattering shows a

finite value, which is expected from the J2ω source term in chapter 2.1.5.

4.3.3 Crystal Rocking Curves

(a) 111 geometry (b) 11-1 geometry

(c) 220 geometry (d) 113 geometry

Figure 4.31: rocking curves

The small-angle emission near a phase-matching condition is measured using rock-

ing curves. In a rocking curve measurement, the crystal is rotated, while the detector

remains at the same scattering angle. In this thesis for all reflections presented before,
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(a) 00-4 geometry (b) 00-4 geometry

(c) 331 geometry (d) 660 geometry

(e) 660 geometry (f) 771 geometry

Figure 4.32: rocking curves
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also rocking curves are reported. All presented rocking curves are generated using

the standard droplet algorithm. The rocking curves are shown in the fig. 4.31 and

4.32 . The here presented rocking curves all relate to a pulse energy of 70 ± 20µJ .

Rocking curves also for other pulse energies are shown in appendix B.
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Figure 4.33: Dependence of the full width half maximum (fwhm) of the rocking
curves on the phase-matched scattering angle; for the geometries (00− 4) and (660),
2 rocking curves were recorded. Since the scattering angles for the (111)- and (11−1)-
geometries are equal, in order to differentiate between the data points two different
colors ((11− 1): red & (111): blue) are used.

The dependence of the rocking curve on the phase-matched scattering angles can

be visualized by using the full width half maximum (fwhm) value of the rocking curves

as a measure. As a result of such approach fig. 4.33 shows that larger scattering angles

correspond to wider rocking curve and hence a wider angular acceptance.
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4.3.4 Error Analysis

The quality of a measurement depends mainly on two factors: the quality of the

method used to measure a particular process and the quality of the process itself.

Further, for the resulting data, as could be seen from previous sections, also the

method of analysis and interpretation can influence the quality of the results signif-

icantly. The latter was extensively discussed in ch. 4.1 and will not be discussed

here.

First, the quality of the process itself will be discussed. Depending on many

parameters, second harmonic generation occurs in the diamond crystal at a certain

rate. Together with the attenuation in front of the detector and its quantum efficiency,

a certain photon rate is measured. These circumstances make the experiment eligible

to be described using Poisson statistics [49]. The assumption is made that the counts

N measured in the interval I are approximately the average number of counts N̄ that

would be measured when repeating this measurement many times (N ≈ N̄). From

this, the standard deviation is given by σ =
√
N . Though σ increases for a higher

number of counts, the relative error for N average counts, which goes as σ
N

= 1√
N

,

decreases. That shows in general: A larger number of counts per data point result in

a lower relative error.

Looking at the quality of the measurement, effects due to the detector must be

considered. Due to the high efficiency of the ePix100 detectors, misdetection of pho-

tons can be neglected. However, as already presented in this thesis, pile-up effects

may lead to misinterpretation of the signal by the detector and must be considered.

Detailed information on the estimation of pile-up (of the first kind) can be found in

ref. [20]. Since it is not possible to differentiate between harmonic signal and pile-up,

it cannot be simply corrected for and must be considered as error. Due to the clean
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signal on the detector, the error due to pile-up is determined by counting the number

of droplets in the ADU ranges associated with the appropriate order of pile up /

harmonics. The value is calculated by assuming that each potential pile-up signal

contains n photons according to the order n − 1 of the pile-up associated with the

ADU ROI.

Since the efficiency ηSHG, defined in ch. 4.3.1, depends on the pulse energy and

hence on the IPM values, those are a significant error contributor. Where the IPM

calibration relates already to a relative error of ca. 20% and the range of pulse

energies have a relative error of ca. 10% (rms). Here, counting statistics are not a

crucial contributor since only the very high pulse energy regimes lack a high number

of shots. Also, pile-up effects are mostly expected in the higher pulse energy ranges.

However, the effective count rate, discussed in ch. 4.3.2, is not calculated using

the pulse energy. So here, effects contributing to the error, such as count rate and

pile-up, are of major interest. While the counting statistics contribute symmetric to

the error, pile-up or noise signal from the custom droplet algorithm counts towards

the positive error only. Thus the contributions can be estimated well from the figures

4.28 and 4.29 directly. It becomes clear, that especially for higher pulse energies, the

errors increase. This is explained by the Poisson-like distribution of pulse energies

reaching the beamline, as well as by the high photon rates reaching the detector what

increases the probability of pile-up.

The results on the angular acceptance presented with rocking curves in fig. 4.31

and 4.32 follow the same approach as for efficiencies, so the error contributions due

to the pulse energy calibrations are the same. However, opposite to the efficiency

datasets on a fixed angle, each angle consists of fewer shots. This leads to worse

counting statistics showing a contribution between 0 and 10%.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion & Outlook

In this work, we investigate X-ray second harmonic generation (XSHG) for various

geometries. For the diamond (220) geometry, phase matching of the second harmonic

generation has previously been shown to agree with theoretical calculations [46]. For

other geometries and scattering angles, the accuracy of the theory had remained an

open question. We were able to answer that question using new experimental data.

The novel data analysis algorithm described in this thesis has improved the accuracy

of the data sets. The algorithm is a result from a better understanding of the detectors

that were used in the experiment.

Since XFELs have become available only recently, it is an exciting time to explore

the new regime of ultra-fast, nonlinear X-ray interactions.

To improve automated signal interpretation of the used pixel detectors, a detailed

analysis of existing methods was performed. Several pathways for improvement were

identified and a new algorithm, based on existing approaches and improvements, was

built from scratch. The algorithm has led to a better understanding of the measured

signal and has decreased the measurement uncertainty. In particular, it has improved

the measured photon energy width and the interpretation of the observed detector

histograms. The algorithm works by identifying and analyzing ambiguous detector

signals. To this end, the algorithm identifies the problematic signal by the shapes
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of the pixel signal due to photon hits on the detector. An irregular shape, which

relates to multiple photon hits, is then split into multiple defined shapes, one for each

photon. This work is ongoing, and further improvements are expected.

The best results are usually expected when an analytical method is tailored to

each data set. This requires a considerable amount of fine tuning, but here this

method has been shown to reduce the detector error as much as 37%. For proper

analysis, results from this new and established methods have to be compared for each

data-set. It has been shown that the common algorithm performs well for very low

photon rates per pixel, though for photon rates that are close to the limit for single

photon counting, the improved algorithm is at an advantage.

The experimental obtained efficiencies are in good agreement with simulated effi-

ciencies (simulation by Priyanka Chakraborti). This verifies the validity of the applied

models and the developed theory [51]. Efficiencies for the second harmonic generation

process at 9.831 keV in diamond for different phase-matching angles are presented.

The resulting angular dependence in efficiency is influenced by walk-off effects and by

the dimensions of the sample. The qualitative shape agrees with proposed theoretical

results [51]. For smaller scattering angles the efficiency increases. It was also found

that pulse energy vs. photon rate had the expected quadratic dependence. Account-

ing for these effects, the data infers that the SHG signal was recorded with almost

no FEL background second harmonic signal or noise. In addition to the peak effi-

ciency for different reflections in the crystal, also rocking curves showing the angular

acceptance of the effect for each reflection are reported.

The further improved algorithm for ePix detector data interpretation is to be

considered as a step towards a reliable algorithm for single photon counting at higher

photon rates. As of now, the most significant error of the algorithm presented here
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comes from the inaccurate splitting of the multiphoton signal. Further steps towards

a next generation algorithm can be made by fitting the photon’s signal. This way

photon hits cannot only be located with sub-pixel resolution but also overlapped

photon signal reliable separated. Currently, researchers from McGill University and

SLAC are working on an algorithm based on such an approach.[48, 42]

The rate of X-ray sum frequency generation (SFG) will rise rapidly with the advent

of the next, superconducting XFEL generation that will operate at MHz repetition

rates. This will allow to use nonlinear effects as diagnostics or as applications. The

much higher repetition and thus data rates, requires reliable and automated signal

interpretation. It is expected that in the future, novel methods for probing condensed-

matter will be provided by nonlinear X-ray mixing processes like X-ray SFG. For

instance, X-ray-optical SFG processes can be used to study polarization dynamics

by directly probing valence charge on the atomic time and length scales. Further

applications can be in diagnostics of the FEL pulse itself. For example, the effect

can be used to measure pulse duration or pulse intensity. Moreover, the detailed

understanding of the mechanism of XSHG as well as SFG provides a basis for higher

order effects, which have the potential to lead to novel probes with resolution on the

atomic scale.
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Appendix A

Detector Simulation Code

The detector simulation code is able to simulate the distribution of electrons, hence

also of ADU values, across the detector caused by one or two photons. Furthermore

it can apply an algorithm that works analogue to the standard droplet algorithm in

preprocessing onto the data and plot a histogram over the resulting droplet sizes for

three cases. These cases are at first just one photon hitting the detector and may

share pixels, at second two photons hitting the same pixel and may share pixels and at

third two photons hitting the detector random within a defined range of pixels relative

to each other. To define this range, changes in “dropletSizeSimulator pileup2nd” (see

ch. A.2.3) have to be made.

In the main script (see ch. A.2.1) are some basic parameters that can be adjusted:

the number of photons simulated (samples), the number of electrons simulated per

photon (n), the standard deviation of the charge distribution on the detector to simu-

late (all radii, multiple possible; in the code radius refers to the standard deviation),

the threshold for a shared pixel to be counted & the threshold for a peak to be found

(similar to preprocessing droplet algorithm) and whether an extended detector area

for each hit will be considered (extended, true: 5× 5, false: 3× 3).

The pixel array: One very important structure in this code are the pixel arrays,

that are returned by the “pixel hit simulator” (see ch. A.2.2): Those are flat arrays
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that represent the pixel of a 3x3 or 5x5 area. The assignment for array positions on

positions on the map are shown in figure A.1.

Pixel that may will be 
shared pixels

Pixel with direct hits

1

48 6

3 2

59 7

1

48 1820

1011

1921

6

1224 1416 22

1325 1517 23

3 2

59 7

Figure A.1: Assignment of positions in pixel array returned from pixel hit simulator-
function onto the 3× 3 or 5× 5 2d map of pixels

A.1 Droplet Size Simulation

In the droplet size simulation code, the first and second case (1 photon or 2 photons

on the center pixel) can be realized very straight forward. The third case where

two photons hit different pixels within a defined range has been coded by using the

simulation data for two independent pixels as in case two and then by overlapping

those in “dropletSizeSimulator pileup2nd” (see ch. A.2.3) in a somewhat random way.

Therefore ranges for the displacement of the center positions (maximum displacement

limited by the bounds of the considered droplet area, 3× 3 or 5× 5) can be defined

in that function, the pixel maps are placed on a 5× 5 or 9× 9 map and summed up.

Then the standard procedure to find the size with the recursively applied function
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“pixelWalker” (see ch. A.2.5) continues.
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Figure A.2: Compare normalized droplet size distributions of experimental data (run
172) with simulation data (standard deviation 0.2 pixel widths equals 10µm, thresh-
old for shared pixel 0.06 photons. x-axis: droplet sizes, y-axis: normalized scale for
number of droplets

The results of the simulation (one example shown in fig. A.2) show clearly that

droplets with an area of up to 8 pixels can only be reached by the virtual pile-up

caused by the data interpretation by standard droplet algorithm. The simulation

verifies the arguments presented in chapter 4.1.3.

The simulation of second kind pile-up also shows that out of 25000 photons that

hit pixel in maximum ±2 pixel to the right or left distance, only 5238 photons (ca.

21%) do not result in a pile-up. For only pile-up of second kind obviously only 20% of

those hits would result in a pile-up. Assuming the range of that second kind pile-up

is confined to ±2 pixel (but also not smaller) for any center pixel, it will give always

a pile-up signal that is overestimated by a factor of ca. 4.
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A.2 Code

Version of 09/19/2017 11:55 am.

A.2.1 Main Script

1 samples= 25000; %number o f photons

2 n=400; % number o f e l e c t r o n s s imulated per photon

3 a l l r a d i i = [ 0 . 0 5 , 0 . 1 , 0 . 1 5 , 0 . 2 ] ; % mean f r e e path l eng th s to con s id e r

4 t h r e s h o l d d r op l e t =0.12; % thre sho ld f o r shared p i x e l

5 t h r e sho l d d r op l e t p eak =0.2 ; % thre sho ld f o r peak

6 extended=true ; % al low drop l e t to spread on 5x5 ( t rue ) or 3x3 ( f a l s e )

7 % arrays to s t o r e d r o p l e t s i z e s

8 d r o p l e t s i z e s=ze ro s (max( s i z e ( a l l r a d i i ) ) , samples ) ;

9 d r o p l e t s i z e s 2=ze ro s (max( s i z e ( a l l r a d i i ) ) , samples ) ;

10 d r o p l e t s i z e s 3=ze ro s (max( s i z e ( a l l r a d i i ) ) , samples ) ;

11

12 f o r j =1:max( s i z e ( a l l r a d i i ) )

13 c l e a r p i x e l

14 c l e a r p i x e l 2

15 rad iu s = a l l r a d i i ( j ) ;

16 x c=rand ( samples , 1 ) ;

17 y c=rand ( samples , 1 ) ;

18 f o r i =1: samples

19 p i x e l ( i , : ) = p i x e l h i t s imu l a t o r ( x c ( i ) , y c ( i ) , rad ius , n , extended

) ;

20 p i x e l 2 ( i , : ) = p i x e l h i t s imu l a t o r ( x c ( i ) , y c ( i ) , radius , n ,

extended ) ;

21 a count 2=0;

22 [ d r o p l e t s i z e s ( j , i ) , a count 2 ] = drop l e tS i z eS imu la to r ( p i x e l ( i , : )

. / n , th r e sho ld d rop l e t , th r e sho ld d rop l e t peak , extended ) ;
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23 [ d r o p l e t s i z e s 2 ( j , i ) , a count 2 ] = drop l e tS i z eS imu la to r ( ( p i x e l ( i

, : )+p i x e l 2 ( i , : ) ) . / n , th r e sho ld d rop l e t , th r e sho ld d rop l e t peak ,

extended ) ;

24 [ d r o p l e t s i z e s 3 ( j , i ) , adu counter ] =

drop l e tS i z eS imu la to r p i l eup2nd ( p i x e l ( i , : ) . / n , p i x e l 2 ( i , : ) . / n ,

th r e sho ld d rop l e t , th r e sho ld d rop l e t peak , extended ) ;

25 i f adu counter<=1

26 d r o p l e t s i z e s 3 ( j , i )=−1;

27 end

28 end

29 p i x e l = p i x e l . / n ;

30 % opt ion to p l o t hitmap f o r p i x e l 1

31 % f i g u r e (771)

32 % plo t ( x c , y c , ’ b . ’ )

33

34 % plo t histograms with one px h i t as i f no drop l e t app l i ed

35 f i g u r e (772)

36 subplot (max( s i z e ( a l l r a d i i ) ) ,2 ,2∗ j−1)

37 h=histogram ( p ixe l , 0 . 1 2 : 0 . 0 1 : 1 ) ;

38 yy=h . Values ;

39 y y a l l=sum(yy ) ;

40 yy1=sum(yy ( end−50: end ) ) ;

41 xlim ( [ 0 , i n f ] )

42 t i t l e ( s p r i n t f ( ’ ove r l ap s − %.2 f ’ , r ad iu s ) )

43 s e t ( gca , ’ y s c a l e ’ , ’ l og ’ )

44 ylim ( [ 0 . 9 , 1 0 0 0 0 0 ] )

45 subplot (max( s i z e ( a l l r a d i i ) ) ,2 ,2∗ j )

46 h=histogram ( p i x e l ( : , 1 ) , 0 . 1 2 : 0 . 0 1 : 1 ) ;

47 yy=h . Values ;

48 yy2=sum(yy ( end−50: end ) ) ;

49 xlim ( [ 0 , i n f ] )
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50 t i t l e ( s p r i n t f ( ’ ove r l ap s cente r px − %.2 f ’ , r ad iu s ) )

51 s e t ( gca , ’ y s c a l e ’ , ’ l og ’ )

52 ylim ( [ 0 . 9 , 1 0 0 0 0 0 ] )

53

54 % plo t d rop l e t s imulat ion , compare d rop l e t s i z e s

55 f i g u r e (773)

56 subplot (max( s i z e ( a l l r a d i i ) ) , 1 , j )

57 x va l =−1.5 :10.5 ;

58 h1=histogram ( d r o p l e t s i z e s ( j , : ) , x va l )

59 drops 1=h1 . Values ;

60 h2=histogram ( d r o p l e t s i z e s 2 ( j , : ) , x va l )

61 drops 2=h2 . Values /2 ;

62 h3=histogram ( d r o p l e t s i z e s 3 ( j , : ) , x va l )

63 drops 3=h3 . Values /2 ;

64 c l a ;

65 p lo t ( x va l ( 1 : end−1)+0.5 , drops 1 , ’ bo− ’ , ’ MarkerSize ’ , 5 , ’

MarkerFaceColor ’ , ’ b ’ )

66 hold on

67 p lo t ( x va l ( 1 : end−1)+0.5 , drops 2 , ’ ro− ’ , ’ MarkerSize ’ , 5 , ’

MarkerFaceColor ’ , ’ r ’ )

68 hold on

69 p lo t ( x va l ( 1 : end−1)+0.5 , drops 3 , ’mo− ’ , ’ MarkerSize ’ , 5 , ’

MarkerFaceColor ’ , ’m’ )

70 l egend ( ’ 1 h i t ’ , ’ 2 h i t ’ , ’ d r op l e t p i l e up 2nd 2 h i t ’ )

71 t i t l e ( s p r i n t f ( ’ d r o p l e t s i z e s px −r : %.2 f −extended : %i ’ , radius ,

extended ) )

72 s e t ( gca , ’ y s c a l e ’ , ’ l og ’ ) ;

73 ylim ( [ 0 . 9 , 1 0 0 0 0 0 ] ) ; xl im ( [ −1 ,11 ] ) ;

74 end
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A.2.2 Function pixel hit simulator

1 f unc t i on p i x e l = p i x e l h i t s imu l a t o r ( x c , y c , radius , n , extended )

2 xmax=1;

3 ymax=1;

4 r=abs ( normrnd (0 , radius , [ n , 1 ] ) ) ;

5 theta=rand (n , 1 ) ∗2∗ pi ;

6 x=x c+r .∗ cos ( theta ) ;

7 y=y c+r .∗ s i n ( theta ) ;

8 p i x e l (1 ) = s i z e ( x (x<=1∗xmax & x>0∗xmax & y<=1∗ymax & y>0∗ymax) ,1 ) ;

9 p i x e l (2 ) = s i z e ( x (x<=2∗xmax & x>1∗xmax & y<=1∗ymax & y>0∗ymax) ,1 ) ;

10 p i x e l (3 ) = s i z e ( x (x<=0∗xmax & x>−1∗xmax & y<=1∗ymax & y>0∗ymax) ,1 ) ;

11 p i x e l (4 ) = s i z e ( x (x<=1∗xmax & x>0∗xmax & y<=2∗ymax & y>1∗ymax) ,1 ) ;

12 p i x e l (5 ) = s i z e ( x (x<=1∗xmax & x>0∗xmax & y<=0∗ymax & y>−1∗ymax) ,1 ) ;

13 p i x e l (6 ) = s i z e ( x (x<=2∗xmax & x>1∗xmax & y<=2∗ymax & y>1∗ymax) ,1 ) ;

14 p i x e l (7 ) = s i z e ( x (x<=2∗xmax & x>1∗xmax & y<=0∗ymax & y>−1∗ymax) ,1 ) ;

15 p i x e l (8 ) = s i z e ( x (x<=0∗xmax & x>−1∗xmax & y<=2∗ymax & y>1∗ymax) ,1 ) ;

16 p i x e l (9 ) = s i z e ( x (x<=0∗xmax & x>−1∗xmax & y<=0∗ymax & y>−1∗ymax) ,1 ) ;

17 i f extended

18 p i x e l (10) = s i z e ( x (x<=3∗xmax & x>2∗xmax & y<=1∗ymax & y>0∗ymax) ,1 ) ;

19 p i x e l (11) = s i z e ( x (x<=−1∗xmax & x>−2∗xmax & y<=1∗ymax & y>0∗ymax) ,1 )

;

20 p i x e l (12) = s i z e ( x (x<=1∗xmax & x>0∗xmax & y<=3∗ymax & y>2∗ymax) ,1 ) ;

21 p i x e l (13) = s i z e ( x (x<=1∗xmax & x>0∗xmax & y<=−1∗ymax & y>−2∗ymax) ,1 )

;

22 p i x e l (14) = s i z e ( x (x<=3∗xmax & x>2∗xmax & y<=3∗ymax & y>2∗ymax) ,1 ) ;

23 p i x e l (15) = s i z e ( x (x<=3∗xmax & x>2∗xmax & y<=−1∗ymax & y>−2∗ymax) ,1 )

;

24 p i x e l (16) = s i z e ( x (x<=−1∗xmax & x>−2∗xmax & y<=3∗ymax & y>2∗ymax) ,1 )

;
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25 p i x e l (17) = s i z e ( x (x<=−1∗xmax & x>−2∗xmax & y<=−1∗ymax & y>−2∗ymax)

,1 ) ;

26 p i x e l (18) = s i z e ( x (x<=3∗xmax & x>2∗xmax & y<=2∗ymax & y>1∗ymax) ,1 ) ;

27 p i x e l (19) = s i z e ( x (x<=3∗xmax & x>2∗xmax & y<=0∗ymax & y>−1∗ymax) ,1 ) ;

28 p i x e l (20) = s i z e ( x (x<=−1∗xmax & x>−2∗xmax & y<=2∗ymax & y>1∗ymax) ,1 )

;

29 p i x e l (21) = s i z e ( x (x<=−1∗xmax & x>−2∗xmax & y<=0∗ymax & y>−1∗ymax)

,1 ) ;

30 p i x e l (22) = s i z e ( x (x<=2∗xmax & x>1∗xmax & y<=3∗ymax & y>2∗ymax) ,1 ) ;

31 p i x e l (23) = s i z e ( x (x<=2∗xmax & x>1∗xmax & y<=−1∗ymax & y>−2∗ymax) ,1 )

;

32 p i x e l (24) = s i z e ( x (x<=0∗xmax & x>−1∗xmax & y<=3∗ymax & y>2∗ymax) ,1 ) ;

33 p i x e l (25) = s i z e ( x (x<=0∗xmax & x>−1∗xmax & y<=−1∗ymax & y>−2∗ymax)

,1 ) ;

34 end

A.2.3 Function dropletSizeSimulator pileup2nd

1 f unc t i on [ d rop s i z e , adu counter ] = drop l e tS i z eS imu la to r p i l eup2nd (

p i x e l 1 , p i x e l 2 , thresho ld , thresho ld peak , extended )

2 p i x e l b o o l=p i x e l 1 ;

3 p i x e l b o o l 2=p i x e l 2 ;

4 o r i e n t a t i o n =[1 ,0 ;0 ,1 ; −1 ,0 ;0 , −1 ] ;

5 i f extended

6 p ixe l boo l map 1=[ p i x e l b o o l (16) , p i x e l b o o l (24) , p i x e l b o o l (12) ,

p i x e l b o o l (22) , p i x e l b o o l (14) ; . . .

7 p i x e l b o o l (20) , p i x e l b o o l (8 ) , p i x e l b o o l (4 ) , p i x e l b o o l (6 ) ,

p i x e l b o o l (18) ; . . .
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8 p i x e l b o o l (11) , p i x e l b o o l (3 ) , p i x e l b o o l (1 ) , p i x e l b o o l (2 ) ,

p i x e l b o o l (10) ; . . .

9 p i x e l b o o l (21) , p i x e l b o o l (9 ) , p i x e l b o o l (5 ) , p i x e l b o o l (7 ) ,

p i x e l b o o l (19) ; . . .

10 p i x e l b o o l (17) , p i x e l b o o l (25) , p i x e l b o o l (13) , p i x e l b o o l (23) ,

p i x e l b o o l (15) ] ;

11 p ixe l boo l map 2=[ p i x e l b o o l 2 (16) , p i x e l b o o l 2 (24) , p i x e l b o o l 2

(12) , p i x e l b o o l 2 (22) , p i x e l b o o l 2 (14) ; . . .

12 p i x e l b o o l 2 (20) , p i x e l b o o l 2 (8 ) , p i x e l b o o l 2 (4 ) , p i x e l b o o l 2 (6 )

, p i x e l b o o l 2 (18) ; . . .

13 p i x e l b o o l 2 (11) , p i x e l b o o l 2 (3 ) , p i x e l b o o l 2 (1 ) , p i x e l b o o l 2 (2 )

, p i x e l b o o l 2 (10) ; . . .

14 p i x e l b o o l 2 (21) , p i x e l b o o l 2 (9 ) , p i x e l b o o l 2 (5 ) , p i x e l b o o l 2 (7 )

, p i x e l b o o l 2 (19) ; . . .

15 p i x e l b o o l 2 (17) , p i x e l b o o l 2 (25) , p i x e l b o o l 2 (13) , p i x e l b o o l 2

(23) , p i x e l b o o l 2 (15) ] ;

16 pixe l boo l map=ze ro s (9 , 9 ) ;

17 pixe l boo l map ( 3 : 7 , 3 : 7 )=p ixe l boo l map 1 ;

18 cente r2 (1 ) =5; %al low no va r i a t i o n in y d i r e c t i o n

19 cente r2 (2 )=c e i l ( rand (1 ) ∗5)+2;

20 pixe l boo l map ( cente r2 (1 )−2: cente r2 (1 )+2, cente r2 (2 )−2: cente r2 (2 )

+2)=pixe l boo l map 2+pixe l boo l map ( cente r2 (1 )−2: cente r2 (1 )+2,

cente r2 (2 )−2: cente r2 (2 )+2) ;

21 pixel map=pixe l boo l map ;

22 pixe l boo l map ( pixe l boo l map<th r e sho ld )=0;

23 pixe l boo l map ( pixe l boo l map>=thre sho ld )=1;

24 cente r = [ 5 , 5 ] ;

25 counter=0;

26 adu counter=0;

27 pixe l boo l map copy=pixe l boo l map ;
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28 [ p ixe l boo l map copy , d rop s i z e , adu counter ] = pixe lWalker (

p ixe l boo l map copy , pixel map , counter , adu counter , center ,

o r i e n t a t i o n ) ;

29 e l s e

30 pixe l boo l map=[ p i x e l b o o l (8 ) , p i x e l b o o l (4 ) , p i x e l b o o l (6 ) ; . . .

31 p i x e l b o o l (3 ) , p i x e l b o o l (1 ) , p i x e l b o o l (2 ) ; . . .

32 p i x e l b o o l (9 ) , p i x e l b o o l (5 ) , p i x e l b o o l (7 ) ] ;

33 p ixe l boo l map 2=[ p i x e l b o o l 2 (8 ) , p i x e l b o o l 2 (4 ) , p i x e l b o o l 2 (6 )

; . . .

34 p i x e l b o o l 2 (3 ) , p i x e l b o o l 2 (1 ) , p i x e l b o o l 2 (2 ) ; . . .

35 p i x e l b o o l 2 (9 ) , p i x e l b o o l 2 (5 ) , p i x e l b o o l 2 (7 ) ] ;

36 pixe l boo l map=ze ro s (5 , 5 ) ;

37 pixe l boo l map ( 2 : 4 , 2 : 4 )=p ixe l boo l map 1 ;

38 cente r2 (1 ) =3; %al low no va r i a t i o n in y d i r e c t i o n

39 cente r2 (2 )=c e i l ( rand (1 ) ∗3)+2;

40 pixe l boo l map ( cente r2 (1 )−1: cente r2 (1 )+1, cente r2 (2 )−1: cente r2 (2 )

+1)=pixe l boo l map 2+pixe l boo l map ( cente r2 (1 )−1: cente r2 (1 )+1,

cente r2 (2 )−1: cente r2 (2 )+1) ;

41 pixel map=pixe l boo l map ;

42 pixe l boo l map ( pixe l boo l map<th r e sho ld )=0;

43 pixe l boo l map ( pixe l boo l map>=thre sho ld )=1;

44 cente r = [ 3 , 3 ] ;

45 counter=0;

46 adu counter=0;

47 pixe l boo l map copy=pixe l boo l map ;

48 [ p ixe l boo l map copy , d rop s i z e , adu counter ] = pixe lWalker (

p ixe l boo l map copy , pixel map , counter , adu counter , center ,

o r i e n t a t i o n ) ;

49 end

50 end
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A.2.4 Function dropletSizeSimulator

1 f unc t i on [ d rop s i z e , adu counter ] = drop l e tS i z eS imu la to r ( p ixe l ,

thresho ld , thresho ld peak , extended )

2 p i x e l b o o l=p i x e l ;

3 p i x e l b o o l ( p ixe l>=thre sho ld )=1;

4 p i x e l b o o l ( p ixe l<th r e sho ld )=0;

5 o r i e n t a t i o n =[1 ,0 ;0 ,1 ; −1 ,0 ;0 , −1 ] ;

6 i f p i x e l (1 )>=thre sho ld peak

7 i f extended

8 pixe l boo l map=[ p i x e l b o o l (16) , p i x e l b o o l (24) , p i x e l b o o l (12) ,

p i x e l b o o l (22) , p i x e l b o o l (14) ; . . .

9 p i x e l b o o l (20) , p i x e l b o o l (8 ) , p i x e l b o o l (4 ) , p i x e l b o o l (6 ) ,

p i x e l b o o l (18) ; . . .

10 p i x e l b o o l (11) , p i x e l b o o l (3 ) , p i x e l b o o l (1 ) , p i x e l b o o l (2 ) ,

p i x e l b o o l (10) ; . . .

11 p i x e l b o o l (21) , p i x e l b o o l (9 ) , p i x e l b o o l (5 ) , p i x e l b o o l (7 ) ,

p i x e l b o o l (19) ; . . .

12 p i x e l b o o l (17) , p i x e l b o o l (25) , p i x e l b o o l (13) , p i x e l b o o l (23) ,

p i x e l b o o l (15) ] ;

13 cente r = [ 3 , 3 ] ;

14 counter=1;

15 pixe l boo l map copy=pixe l boo l map ;

16 pixe l boo l map copy ( cente r (2 ) , c en t e r (1 ) )=0;

17 [ p ixe l boo l map copy , d rop s i z e , adu counter ] = pixe lWalker (

p ixe l boo l map copy , p ixe l boo l map , counter , 0 , center , o r i e n t a t i o n )

;

18 e l s e
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19 pixe l boo l map=[ p i x e l b o o l (8 ) , p i x e l b o o l (4 ) , p i x e l b o o l (6 ) ; . . .

20 p i x e l b o o l (3 ) , p i x e l b o o l (1 ) , p i x e l b o o l (2 ) ; . . .

21 p i x e l b o o l (9 ) , p i x e l b o o l (5 ) , p i x e l b o o l (7 ) ] ;

22 cente r = [ 2 , 2 ] ;

23 counter=1;

24 pixe l boo l map copy=pixe l boo l map ;

25 pixe l boo l map copy ( cente r (2 ) , c en t e r (1 ) )=0;

26 [ p ixe l boo l map copy , d rop s i z e , adu counter ] = pixe lWalker (

p ixe l boo l map copy , p ixe l boo l map , counter , 0 , center , o r i e n t a t i o n )

;

27 end

28 e l s e

29 d r op s i z e =0;

30 end

31 end

A.2.5 Function pixelWalker

1 f unc t i on [ p ixe l boo l map copy , counter , adu counter ] = pixe lWalker (

p ixe l boo l map copy , pixel map , counter , adu counter , center ,

o r i e n t a t i o n )

2 f o r i =1: s i z e ( o r i e n t a t i o n )

3 x=cente r (2 )+o r i e n t a t i o n ( i , 2 ) ;

4 y=cente r (1 )+o r i e n t a t i o n ( i , 1 ) ;

5 i f x>0 && y>0 && x<=s i z e ( p ixe l boo l map copy , 2 ) && y<=s i z e (

p ixe l boo l map copy , 1 )

6 i f ( p ixe l boo l map copy (y , x ) )

7 counter=counter+1;

8 adu counter=adu counter+pixel map (y , x ) ;
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9 pixe l boo l map copy (y , x )=0;

10 [ p ixe l boo l map copy , counter , adu counter ] = pixe lWalker (

p ixe l boo l map copy , pixel map , counter , adu counter , [ y , x ] ,

o r i e n t a t i o n ) ;

11 end

12 end

13 end

14 end
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Appendix B

Angular acceptance at different pulse energies

(a) 111 geometry (b) 11-1 geometry

(c) 220 geometry (d) 113 geometry

Figure B.1: rocking curves
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(a) 00-4 geometry (b) 00-4 geometry

(c) 331 geometry (d) 660 geometry

(e) 660 geometry (f) 771 geometry

Figure B.2: rocking curves
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